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1. Introduction
The purpose of this article is to provide an overview of various aspects of
ergativity m Marubo, a Panoan language spoken by groups that live at Vale
do Javan , a region that is located at the extreme west of the Brazilian state of
Amazonas.' T~e. analysis is based on a typological approach, in particular the
model ofergativ1ty proposed by Dixon ( 1994).
W.ith this model in mind, we observe simple sentences, focusing our
attenti on o~ .the cases of split ergativity that arise in the language, especially
those cond.ltioned by the semantic nature of the verb and by the tense, aspect
and modality sy.stem. We will show that in the former case the language
operate~ according to the split-S system and, in the latter, the nominativeaccusat1ve pattern takes place.
Searching for syntactic motivations to classify the language as "syntactically ergat1ve" or as "syntactically accusative", we examine some kinds of
complex sentences, showing that in Marubo there are no syntactic constraints
con_cemmg either the combinations of certain types of sentences or the
om1ss1on of coreferential constituents in coordinate and subordinate sen' Marubo speake~s live at the headwaters of Itui and Curur;a rivers, affluents of the
left edge of Javan river, located at Vale do Javari, Alto Solimoes region, at the
extreme west of Amazonas state, next to the front ier between Brazil and Peru.
According to an ethnographic study by Cavuscens and Neves ( 1986), the Marubo
populat1~n comprised a total of 594 speakers at that time. Considering population
increase in~exes (based on data registered among 1963 and 1990), the actual
populalton_is about one thousand speakers. The study of the language has been
e_xecuted s ince 1988~ with speakers of Sao Sebastiiio settlement, in the mid Curur;a
river. Two field studies have been made since then. The first contact took place from
September to N_ovember 1988. A total of nine hours of recorded speech consisting of
two questmnnarres was made with just one informant. The second contact was made
from ~pnl _to June 1990, this time with two main informants, besides other
recordings •~eluding the speech of children, women and other important persons in
~he co~munity. About twenty hours of recording were made on this occasion,
including six more q~estionnaires, stories, rituals and conversations. In respect to the
language documentation, there has been no linguistic study ofMarubo, except for a
standard form containing only 163 items, filled up by Philip Ernest Boutle, a
member of SIL, in 1964. Sec references for some recent works on Marubo syntax
morphology and phonology.
'
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tences. These facts will lead to the conclusion that Marubo can not be
classified either as syntactically ergative or as syntactically accusative, the
ergativity being manifested only at the morphological level.
ln what follows we provide a sketch of Dixon's theory and then we go on
with the analysis of Marubo.

2. Dixon's account of ergativity: S, A and 0
as universal syntactic-semantic primitives
The term ergativity is traditionally used to refer to a case-marking system- the ergative-absolutive system- which is characterized by the obedience to the transitivity of a sentence. Every language distinguishes intransitive, with a predicate and a singular core argument, from transitive sentences,
with a predicate and two or more core arguments. According to Dixon (1994:
6), every language functions in terms of three universal syntactic-semantic
primitives: S-subject of the intransitive sentence; A-subject of the transitive sentence; and 0-direct object of the transitive sentence. The semantic
basis for the establishment of these three syntactic basic relations is associated with the prototypical meaning of verbs. Prototypically, the semantic role
of Agent, the most relevant participant for the success of an activity, is
identified with A; the semantic role of Patient, the participant most saliently
affected by the activity, is identified with 0. Therefore, in a transitive sentence, A is differentiated from 0 . Such a distinction can be made in terms of
word order, morphological case-marking, agreement or pronominal casemarking on the verb, the use of particles or clitics, or through the combination
of different coding devices, including intonation (see also Giv6n 1984: 146). On
the other hand, in an intransitive sentence, the single participant wi ll always
be identified as S, regardless of the meaning of the verb or the semantic role
assigned by it. It can be the Agent controller of the activity or the Patient
affected by the activity. Thus, depending on the semantic type of verb, S can
be identified now with A, now with 0: it will bes. ifit is semantically similar to
A; or S0 ifit is semantically similar to 0. Smay then be marked like A, or like 0 ,
or differently from A and 0. We conclude that the three basic grammatical
relations-S, A and 0 - may be grouped in various ways, resulting in
different mechanisms to indicate the syntactic function ofS, A or 0, as well as
semantic contrasts between them.
It is well known that in an ergative-absolutive system Sand 0 are identified by the same morphological marking, as opposed to A , with a distinct one.
S and 0 are marked by the absolutive case. A is marked by the ergative case.
Most commonly the ergative case presents an explicit morphological marking,
while the unmarked case, absolutive, almost always has zero realization (0).
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As we will show in Section 3. I, this is exactly what happens in Marubo, an
ergative Panoan language. The phenomenon of ergativity is also manifested
in a number of other Brazilian indigenous languages such as those of the
Carib family (cf. Franchetto, Vieira and Leite, Ms.), or those of the TupiGuarani, Je and Arawak families.
In typological studies, the ergative-absolutive system is seen as complementary to the nominative-accusative system (cf. Dixon 1994: I). In the latter,
Sand A receive the same treatment, being marked by the nominative case, as
opposed to 0 , marked by the accusative. The nominative generally has zero
realization, while the accusative is explicitly marked. Many languages combine
both systems, resulting in various types of splits, which turn out to be
conditioned by the semantic nature of the verb, by the semantic nature ofNPs
arguments, by the tense, aspect and modality system of the sentence, or by
the grammatical status of the sentence (main versus subordinate clauses).
These phenomena will be treated in detail in the body of the paper. In Section
3 .2.2, for example, we will show that in the case of splits conditioned by tense,
aspect and modality, Marubo functions according to the accusative pattern.
As noted by Dixon ( 1994:70-71), ifthe split is conditioned by the semantic
nature of the verb, the result is a case-marking system with two subtypes of S:
s. with active verbs, and S0 with stative verbs, whereby S• is marked like A
and S 0 is marked like 0. Two systems arise as a consequence of this kind of
split: the split-S system and the jluid-S system.
The split-S system, like the ergative and nominative systems, has a
syntactically based marking (or prototypical marking). Each verb has a
prototypical meaning and its arguments are marked grammatically according
to their semantic function in the prototypical scheme, even when the verb is
used with a non-prototypical meaning. Intransitive verbs are subdivided into
two sets, nearly on semantic grounds, but each verb belongs to a fixed class
-either S, or S0 - generally based on its prototypical meaning (cf. Dixon 1994:
71-72). As an example of a split-S language, Dixon cites, among others,
Mandan, from the Siouan family (cf. Kennard 1936, apudDixon 1994). This
kind of case-marking system is also found in languages of the Tupi-Guarani
family, as is the case ofKamayura and Tapirape (cf. Leite 1990), both spoken
in Brazil. As will be demonstrated in 3.2.1 , this case-marking pattern is also
observed in Marubo.
The fluid-S system, on the other hand, employs syntactically based
marking for transitive verbs (A and 0 are marked in accordance with the
prototypical meaning of the verb) but semantically based marking (or direct
marking) for intransitive verbs.Sis marked according to its specific semantic
function, in a specific situation of usage of the verb. Thus, the subject of an
intransitive
verb can be marked sometimes as Sa, sometimes as So . Each
.
. ,
mtrans1tive verb has in fact two possibilities of marking: S., when the referent
of the S NP controls the activity; S0 , ifthere is no control. In practice, some
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verbs express activities that are always likely to be controlled and are always
likely to be marked as S,; others express activities or states that are likely
never to be controlled and are always likely marked as S0 • Nevertheless, there
is a variety of verbs that refer to activities that may or may not be controlled.
These verbs admit either S or S marking, depending on the existence or lack
of control (cf. Dixon, 1994:' 78-79). An example ofa fluid-S language cited by
Dixon is Tsova-Tush, a Caucasian language (cf. Holysky, 1987, apudDixon,
1994). He points out that at least one language spoken in Brazil- Baniwa do
Ic;:ana, from t he Arawak family-shows fluid-S characteristics.
In summary, Dixon ( 1994) proposes that while the split-S system operates
with syntactic rules related to the prototypical scheme, the fluid-S system,
regarding intransitive verbs, operates with semantic rules that directly
describe the semantics of each situation of usage of the verb in question.
In conclusion, if we have, on one side, the identification ofS and 0 , as
opposed to A, in an ergative system, we have, on the other, the identification
ofS and A, as opposed to 0 , in a nominative system. Further, as a result of
the splits between them, S, and A are opposed to S0 and 0 in split-S and fluids systems.
In the following section we describe Marubo regarding the ergative casemarking devices used by the language. The subsequent sections are dedicated to our main purpose in this article- the analysis of the various kinds of
manifestations of split ergativity in Marubo, together with a typo logical
classi ti cation of the language along the lines proposed by the typological
approach. The most important conclusions reached in the analysis are
summed up in Section 5. An appendix with phonological information, including metrical constituents, is added at the end of the paper.

3. Morphological ergativity
3.1. Case-marking in Marubo
Case-marking in Marubo is of the ergative-absolutive type. The manifestation of ergativ ity in Marubo can be observed in the following examples: 2

Transitive sentences
2 According to our purpose of relating phonology to other linguistic levels (following
Soares 1990, 1992), we work with phonetically represented data (cf. IPA symbols)
because we feel that this relation can only be captured if we take all the details of the
phonetic transcription in account. Since some phonological facts will be shown in the
text as interconnected with ergativity, we add a phonemic line under the phonetic one.
For information about phonological processes, metrical constituents and basic
prominence assignment, the relation between nasalization and stress, as well as
syllabification/resyllabification, see the Appendix, where a list of abbreviations is also
fo und. On glosses referring to tense and aspect marking, see Section 3.2.2.
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~

/

~-~

1
1
(01) a. va 1kw
?1sw
yemama 1katset
1
1
1
va ki-n
isu-0
yamama- 1katsai
child-ERG monkey-ABS kill-FUT
'The boy will kill the monkey.'

/\_

I

~

1
b. ma 1nlSJni
yu 1a
tuJat
ma 1niJi-nin yu1a-0 1tuJa-ai
PN-ERG
pan-ABS break-PRES/IM.PAST
1
'ma niJi has broken the pan.'

Intransitive sentences
1

~

/\

vaktii
nu 1kuat
1
vaki-0
nu 1ku-ai
child-ABS arrive-PRES/IM.PAST
'The boy has arrived.'

(02) a.

/\

/\

b. ma 1nlji
pa 1ktfiat
1
ma niJi-0 pa'ki-ai
PN-ABS fall-PRES/IM.PAST
1
' ma niJi has fallen down. '
.F rom the examples above we see that the absolutive case is not morphologically marked, that is, it is 0. The ergative case shows different morphological marks, depending on the morphological characterization of the NP with the
ergativity marker. In (0 1 a), the ergative case is marked through syllabic
prominence inversion, in conjunction with the nasalization of the last syllable
of the noun. In (01 b) it is marked by the suffix -nin. According to Costa
( 1992), there are other ergative markers, which are subsumed below.

3.1.1 . Ergative case in nominals
There are two types of case-marking in Marubo, which we named type (a)
and type (b) (cf. Costa 1992: 97-108).
Type (a): nasalization

This consists of the noun's final vowel nasalization. Vowel nasalization is
interpreted as the phonetic realization of the ergative morpheme [n], which
closes the noun final syllable when it is affixed to it, thus propitiating the
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vowel nasalization. Along with nasalizati on, changes in syllabic prominence3
may occur. Lexical stress in Marubo is characterized by maximal pitch,
duration and intensity, the main correlate of which is pitch (duration and
intensity are predicted from pitch). It is worth emphasizing that the stress
shifts associated with ergative case-marking are not found in other suffixation
processes, al though alternating stress patterns in some verbal roots distinguish between transitive and intransitive usage. On the other hand, vowe l
nasalisation, combined with vowel changes associated with it, is better seen
as a general phonological process in the language, which is conditioned by
vowe l contact with an immediately following nasal consonant (for more on
nasalization. see Appendix).
This type of case-marking 1s found in monosyllables, in first syllable
stressed disyllables and in simple or complex trisyllables.

1
According to metrical theory, stress is the linguistic manifestation of rhythmic
structure. Stress is seen as a hierarchically organized rhythmic structure, in the sense
that it involves multiple levels or an indeterminate number of degrees. As first
proposed by Liberman and Prince ( 1977), prominence relations must be accounted
for in stress assignment. This relational aspect of stress is represented e ither through
a metrical tree (derived from the syntactic tree) or to a metrical grid (derived from the
metrical tree). The nodes of the tree are labeled S(trong) and W(cak) to mark relative
prominence among constituents; and the metrical grid serves as a rhythmic interpretation of the tree, since it reflects successive levels of prominence, as well as the
relative force of each constituent. According to Halle and Vergnaud ( 1987 : 9), who
adopt a model of bracketed metrical grid, "each stress domain contains exactly one
rhythmic position that is distinguished from all others as being more prominent." As
pointed out by Hayes ( 1991 :22), who assumes a similar version of metrical theory,
relative degrees of stress on the syllables are reflected in the grid column heights,
while sequences of rhythmic beats on a particular level are represented in the grid
rows. Since in the perspective of metrical theory stress is assumed as a matter of
relative prominence and not absolute values, and since we are interested not only in
stress but also in general rhythmic patterns in Marubo (cf. Appendix), we use both
the terms "stress" and "syllabic prominence" throughout the paper.

We will thus refer to lexical and phrasal stress by the term "prominence." Both
kinds of stress in Marubo have high pitch as their main correlate, which may be
combined with long duration and high intensity. As for the term prominence, our
preference for its use, instead of stress, is due to the results achieved by Nespor and
Vogel (1989) , in examining the possibilities of Beat Insertion manifestations in
languages with stress systems and in languages with pitch systems (as manifestation
of stress). They found clues in favor of an abstract notion of "prominence," which
is neuter and seems to operate in both systems (cf. Nespor and Vogel 1989: 93, apud
Soares, to appear). "Prominence" is then meant here as a general term for stress
whatever phonetic means it is achieved by.
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Monosyllabic nouns
As monosyllabic nouns always carry stress, case-marking is achieved just
by means of final vowel nasalization resulting from the attachment of the
ergative morpheme -n. As examples we have:

~
(03)
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'vo
'vu
' proper noun '
''vu has heard

/

'vu
'kwnda
n1'km
'vu-n
'kwna-0 nin'kan-ai
PN-ERG PN-ABS hear-PRES/IM.PAS
'kwna.'

Disyllabic nouns
Disyllables, in their great majority, are stressed in the first syllable. Besides
final vowel nasalization, there is a simultaneous transference of the syllabic
prominence of the first syllable to the second one, as can be seen in: 4

~

~

/

~-

(04) 'kama
ka'mtl
'kwpw
'kama
ka'ma-n
'kinpu-0
' proper noun'
PN-ERG
pot-ABS
''kama has painted the pot. '

'kwnu1a vat
'kini-a-vai
paint-AUX(T)-REC.PAST

Trissyllabic nouns

\_~_

'chicken'

'takaru1
'takari-n

Nevertheless, instead of nasalization, a new syllable may appear as an
ergative case marker. This new syllable consists of a nasal consonant plus a
high vowel, which is harmonized with the preceding vowel, in respect to local
constriction. In (07), the high vowel added to the nasal [n], hannonizes to the
preceding vowel [i], in that both are coronal.6 In this case, the new syllable
vowel nasality is conditioned by the final nasal consonant. The /nVn/
morpheme is then phonetically realized as [n1].

/\
(07) ma'nlji
ma'niJi
'proper noun'
' ma'niJi

/\_
~
~
ma'nljin1
ii'atsa
'nlsa
ma'niJi-nin
an-'atsa-0
'nisa-a
PN-ERG
3A-SG-cassava-ABS rasp-PRES/ IM.PAST
is rasping the cassava.'

Type (b): suffixation

Ergative case-marking of this type is characterized by the addit ion of a
monosyllabic case-marking suffix, whose forms vary according to the morphological characteristics of the noun or noun phrase to which it is attached.
Syllabic prominence changes may also occur.
Type (b) marking is found in last syllable stressed disyllables, also
involving syllabic prominence changes. It is also found in compound nouns
and in complex noun phrases, but with no changes in syllabic prominence.

Disyllabic nouns

Simple or derived trisyllables, stressed in first or second syllable, are case
marked just by final vowel nasalization. Syllabic prominence does not alter, no
matter which syllable is stressed, as is seen in the following examples: 5
(05) 'ta.kar1
'takari
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~-

\

'wakapaJa
'wakapaJa-0

'aka
'a-ka

chicken-ERG water-ABS AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST (= drink)
'The chicken(s) is/are drinking water.'

~
~
I
\_
(06) m1'mawa
mu1'mawii
?yu'a
'tJua?aka
mi'mawa
mi'mawa-n yu'a-0 'tJua-a-ka
' proper noun' PN-ERG
pan-ABS wash-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST
'mi 'mawa has washed the pan.'
4

In Dorigo and Costa (I 996b ), we established syllabic trochees as basic metrical feet
for Marubo, constructed from left to right, with End Rule left (cf. Hayes 1991 ). See
the Appendix for more information.
5
Nasalized vowels that are not marked for duration in phonetic transcription (as in
05-07) are always short. They are not marked as such due to a failure in our IPA fonts
tab.

In disyllables with stress on the last syllable, the suffix -pa is added.
Simultaneously, the stress in the last syllable is transferred to the first one, as
seen in (08).

/
~-\~_
1
(08) sa'ba.
'sabapa 'wa
ta.ku1avat
sa'ba
'saba-pa 'ia-0 'taki-a-vai
'proper noun'
PN-ERG I-ABS help-AUX(T)-REC.PAST
'sa'ba has helped me.'
In disyllables of the same type, but with final vowel bearing nasality (that
is, when the last syllable is closed by a nasal consonant), the ergative casemarking yields the rising of a new syllable, consisting of a nasal consonant
plus a high vowel, which harmonizes, in articulatory terms, to the preceding
vowel. This can be observed in (09), where the high vowe l of the new syllable
shares the feature [dorsal] with the preceding vowel /a/. Simultaneously, the
last syllable prominence of the noun is transferred to the first one.
6 In respect to point of articulation and stricture degree, we assume - like Clements
and Hume ( 1995) - that the same set of features is required for consonants and
vowels in a feature system (see the Appendix).
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""- ""- ""

/
(09) ka'me
ka'man
'jaguar'

'kemfow 'wakapaJa
'aka
'kama-ni 'wakapaJa-0 'a-ka
jaguar-ERG water-ABS AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST (= drink)
'The jaguar is drinking water.'

Compound nouns and complex NPs
Compound nouns, formed through OV structure (cf. Costa 1992: 56), are
marked by the nasalized suffix -tun, with no syllabic prominence changes, as
seen in the example below:

""/"'-._

(IO) 'upc.O'noJwya

'unpu'nuJiya
dressmaker'

""-

""/"'-._

'u pc.O'noJwya tu
'unpu- 'nuJi-ya-tun
clothes sew-NOM-ERG

\_

'noJwa
'ruaka
'nuJi-a
'rua-ka
sew-PRES/IM.PAST good-PRES-PERM
'The dressmaker sews well.'
In complex noun phrases, the same suffix marks the whole construction
which may show changes in syllabic prominence, according to a rhythmic '
pattern rule operation: 7

""

/\/"'-._

(11) 'vakw ra'vwi'takwma
'vaki
ra'viin'takima
child
three

""/\_ /"'-.

'posto 'enlka'tunB ~
'pustu 'anika-'tun-nan
belly
big-ERG-FOC

""-

'atsa
\
'etsaka 'pla
'atsa-0
'antsaka 1pi-a
cassava-ABS a lot
eat-PRES/IM.PAST
'The three big belly boys have eaten a lot of cassava.'
From the data observed above, we conclude that Marubo makes use of
combinations among (a) nasalization and stress; (b) morphology and stress;
7

There is in Marubo a rhythmic pattern rule, which establishes that "the maximum
limit of non-prominent syllables in a noun (and in a complex NP) is only three" (cf.
Costa 1992:44). In order that this limit be respected in (I I), the suffix -tun acquires
prominence, when the discursive marker -nan is added, so that general rhythmic
patterns can be reestablished, that is, to avoid violation of the referred rhythmic rule.
For another approach to rhythmic regulation rules see the Appendix (level 2 stress
assignment).
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(c) morphology and nasalization; and, in certain cases, (d) only nasalization,
as ergative case-marking devices. 8

3.1.2. Ergative case in pronominals
According to Costa (1996 a), the personal pronominal system, as generally,
has as starting point the speaker-addressee axis. There are free forms for
reference of the speaker to himself (singular first person): 'ia; and for reference of the speaker to the addressee (singular second person): 'mia; for
reference to speaker and someone else (plural first person, without the
distinction inclusion/exclusion): 'nuki; and for reference of the speaker to
more than one addressee, or the addressee and someone else (plural second
person): 'matu.
Persons or entities out of the speaker-addressee axis, that is, third person
forms, have as source the demonstratives, whose reference point is the
speaker's place position-proximity, distance and visibility. The form 'na is
used to refer to "what is proximal and visible to the speaker (this);" 'wa, to
"what is distant and visible to the speaker (that);" and 'a to "what is distant
and out of the speaker's field of vision (that)." The notion of visibility may
extend to the addressee since he may be inside the speaker's field of vision.
The singular third person form 'wa, without gender distinction and still
with deictic meaning, has thus gestural usage. Besides 'wa, the form 'a has
symbolic usage to refer to a person or entity out of the speaker's field of
vision. It is also used to refer to a previous indication, in anaphoric usage. In
other words, besides symbolic usage, 'a represents an element about whom
one is talking, thus referring to the same entity referred to by a term already
mentioned, explicitly or implicitly, in the linguistic context. On the other hand,
'wa codes the element referred to by the speaker at the moment of communication (that element I see there).
The same forms, added by the formative -rasin, are used in the plural, for
masculine and feminine: 'warasin and 'arasin. Other variations are the forms
'atu and 'atuvu, with symbolic and anaphoric usage. The last one is added by
the formative-vu , which indicates indefinite plural or generalization ofa class
or group of elements defined as a set (as in 'yuinivu, all the animals).
8

It is worth observing that the same devices used to mark ergative case are also used
to mark locative (cf. 53), instrumental (cf. 56), means and genitive-possessive cases
(cf. Costa 1992). As we consider the hypothesis assumed in Costa ( 1993), we cannot
separate morphological case from positional licensing ("abstract Case") in Marubo.
According to that hypothesis, " the syntactic representation bears the existence of an
external argument, which, necessarily marked by morphology, is opposed to internal
arguments, which, being assigned structural case, dispense with morphological
marking" (see footnotes 9 and 17). We are thus interpreting Marubo case-marking as
ergative and not "quirky case," as defined by Levin and Simpson ( 1981) (apud
Schiitze 1993). This subject will be better explored in future research on Marubo.
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The same devices for marking the ergative case in nominal forms are also
used for pronominal forms (cf. Costa 1992: I 08-115), as can be observed in
Table I below, which shows the personal pronouns system of Marubo, in free
forms, m the absolut1ve and ergative cases.
Singular
absolutive
erga tive

I
'U
.,1ura-n

\

'wa'

I SI person

'ia

2nd person

, "
m1a
' mia

m1 'e
.,
m1 a-n

symbolic
and

nu ' kul
nu ' ki-n

'ma to
' ma tu

ma ' tu
ma ' tu - n

\

' etu
'an -tun

'a
'a

/

""'
""'

\
3rd person

Plural
ergative

'n uku'f
'nu ki

I

\

I

absolutive

/

__

____

\

'a rasi n i
' a-ra s 1-. m.

'arasi
I
•
a-ra s rn

\
-

'a to
'a tu

-

\

a na pho ric
usage

-

-

3 rd person
gestural
usage

'wa
'wa

'wetu
' wan-tun

"--

___
\

\

___

'a tovu
'atu-vu - n

__

'w iirlisi
'w a-rasin

\

____

'w arasini
'w a- rasin-ni

Table 1: Personal pronouns
The ergative case-marking for singular and plural first and second persons
is of the (a) type, as can be seen in Table 1. The following sentences show
some of the forms in question, in absolutive and ergative cases:

_/\

I ~
""'
(12) a) tii'E
'mato?
w Jo'tum
1
i'a-n
matu-0
in-Ju'tun-ai
I-ERG
you-PL-ABS
1A-push-PRES/IM.PAST
' I have pushed you. '
I

""'

c) nu'kw
'mla
nu Ju'tufil
nu'ki-n
'mia-0
nun-Ju'tun-ai
we-ERG you-SG-ABS IA-PL-push-PRES/IM.PAST
'We have pushed you.'

_/\

b) m'l'E
'nuktii
mi Ju'tuai
1
mi'a-n
nuki-0 min - Ju'tun-ai
you-SO-ERG
we-ABS 2A-SG-push-PRES/IM.PAST
'You have pushed us. '

\

/

_/\

d) ma'tu
'wa
mi:i Ju'tuai
1
ia-0
man-Ju'tun-ai
ma'tu-n
I-ABS 2A-PL-push-PRES/IM.PAST
you-PL-ERG
' You have pushed us.'
The ergative case-marking for third person singular is of the (b) type, with
the addition of the nasalized formative -tun to the absolutive base. The
nasality of this suffix is assimilated by the final low vowel of the base, which
is then raised. In the plural both types occur. The formative -ni is added to
trisyllabic bases ended with nasalized high front vowel, with no syllabic
prominence alterations. The trisyllabic base ended with high back vowel is
only nasalized. The form 'atu is used only in absolutive case, as direct object.
The transitive sentences below show some occurrences of these forms.

-

'a tovo
'a tu -vu

_/\

\

/
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/\

\

'etii ~
'a
Ju'tufil
'an-tun
'a-0
Ju'tun-ai
(s)he-ERG (s)he-ABS push-PRES/IM.PAST
'He/she has pushed him/her.'

(13) a.

/\

\

b. 'wetii
'wa
Ju'tufil
1
'wan-tun
wa-0
Ju'tun-ai
(s)he-ERG
(s)he-ABS push-PRES/IM.PAST
He/she (that one) has pushed him/her. '

\

\_

/\

1
'etu
aras1
Ju'tufil
1
1
an-tun
a-rasin-0
Ju'tun-a·i
(s)he-ERG
(s)he-PL-ABS push-PRES/IM.PAST
'He/she has pushed them.'

c.

\_
d.

1

\

aras1n1
'atw
Ju'tufil
1
'a-rasin-ni
atu-0
Ju'tun-ai
(s)he-PL-ERG they-ABS push-PRES/IM.PAST
'He/she has pushed them.'
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~-

~-

/\

e.

'a to vu
'atci'.>vffi
Ju 'tum
'atu-vu-n
'atu-vu-0
Ju 'tun-ai
(s)he-PL-ERG (s)he-PL-ABS push-PRES/IM.PAST
'They have pushed him/her.'

\_
f.

\_

'war1s1 n1
'war1s1
I
•
':
I
·
,..
wa-rasm-ni
wa-ras m-0
(s)he-PL-ERG (s)he-PL-ABS
' They have pushed them. '

/\
Ju'tum
Ju'tun-ai
push-PRES/IM.PAST

3.1. 3. Agentivity and transitivity
Comrie (1978:356) rejects the identification of ergativity and agentivity,
arguing tha t, despite some similarities between both, there is evidence from a
wide range of ergative languages that points against this identification. He
points out that the main kind of evidence concerns verbs that are basically
transitive, that is, verbs that normally take a direct object, but which can be
used also without an object, although the same interpretation of agentivity is
present in both. In some ergative languages, as in Basque, the subject of such
an objectless transitive verb remains in the ergative case. These languages
provide some evidence ofa link between ergativity and agentivity. In many
other ergative languages, however, the subject of such verbs stands in the
absolutive case, as is the case of Tongan. Depending on the language, a
marker is also required on the verb in such constructions to indicate that it is
being used intransitively, as in Dyirbal. These facts provide evidence that the
ergative marking is sensitive to the transitivity of the verb, thus implying
consequences in syntax. Another piece of evidence against the identification
of ergativity and agentivity is that in many languages NPs marked with
ergative case are not necessarily agentives. So, although there is a connection
between ergativity and agentivity, the ergative marking does not necessarily
involve a difference in degree of agentivity in the NP.
In Mambo, the subject of a basically transitive verb remains in the
ergative case when the object is not expressed. Compare the examples below:
(14)

\

'\hu

~

~

'pen!
'muJat
'an-tun
'pani-0 'niJa-ai
he-ERG net-ABS tear-PRES/IM.PAST
'He is tearing the net. '
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\
'miiJat
( 15) a. 'etu
'an-tun 'niJa-ai
he-ERG tear-PRES/IM.PAST
' He is tearing.'

b.

63

~
'a
'miiJat
*
'a-0
'niJa-ai
he-ABS tear-PRES/IM.PAST
'He is tearing.'

The constructions above show that ergativity is related to agentivity the notion of agentivity is present in both the transitive and the intransitive.
Other constructions in Mambo show the existence of the auxiliary verbs a and
i, which occur respectively in transitive and intransitive constructions. These
auxiliaries behave like light verbs, since they can have different meanings
when they function as main verbs, depending on the context where they
occur, as can be seen, for example, in (05) (cf. Costa 1992:77). The following
are examples of the occurrence of these auxiliaries.

\
(16) 'etu
'an-tun
he-ERG
' He has
~

~
/\_
'pen!
to'raJaka
'pani-0 to'raJ-a-ka
net-ABS tear-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST
tom the net. '

/\_

to'ra.fik1
(17) 'pfo1
to'raJ-i-ki
'pani-0
net-ABS tear-AUX(I)-PRES/IM.PAST
'The net has torn. '
In Costa (1966b), forms like to'raJ-a-ka and to'raJ-i-ki are analyzed as
resulting from the incorporation of an NP into a light verb. Thus, in addition to
transitive or intransitive verbal roots, we also have in Marubo nominal roots
that may be used transitively or intransitively. In the latter case, the subject
will be marked with the ergative case, if the root is incorporated into a , and
with the absolutive case, ifit is incorporated into i. From (16) and (17) above
we see that the ergative subject is the controller agent, and the absolutive
subject is the patient affected by the verbal activity. The processes of
.
transitivization and intrasitivization of nominal roots in Marubo show again
the connection between ergativity and agentivity. The example below shows,
however, that an ergative NP is not necessarily agentive.

I

(18)

u'I

~-

/\_

'venarasi
mw'tfaaka
u'i-n
'vana-rasin-0 mi 'tJa-a-ka
rain-ERG plant-PL-ABS wet-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST
'The rain has wet the plants.'
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. We.s~e from this sentence that ergativity is related to the transitivitymtrans1tiv1ty axis. Sensitive to transitivity, the ergative marking in (18) occurs
for syntactic reasons and not for semantic ones.
As we have already observed, Dixon ( 1994) between languages that have
syntactically based marking from languages with semantically based marking.
In lang.u ages of the first type the arguments are marked grammatically,
accor~mg to the .prototypical meaning of the verb. The same marking remains,
even 1fthe verb is used with a non-prototypical meaning. In languages of the
second type, the arguments are marked according to a specific function in a
specific situation of verb usage.
'
From (18) we see that Marubo shows a syntactically based marking. By
metaphorical extension, non-agentive subjects of transitive verbs are marked
the same way as the agent of a prototypical transitive construction. We
conclude thus that, although the ergativity is closely related to agentivity in
Marubo, there are also syntactic motivations for the ergative marking.
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from the contractions of free-form pronominals in the e rgative case, as shown
by the system below. Having no rhythmic autonomy (that is, they do not bear
stress), these dependent pronominal forms cliticize most frequently to the left
of the verbal form, but they may cliticize to the left ofO, referring, in both
positions, to the subject, be it S or A . The clitic's host is then always to its
right, be it the verb or the object. 10

Singular

Plural

u1
ill

nu
nun

2

mi
mm

m11
man

3

11
an

:Hu
a tun

1

3.2. Split ergativity
3.2.1. Split conditioned by the semantic nature of the verb
~esides free-form pronominals, there are also person markers that precede
nominal or verbal roots in Marubo. These are clitics that function as
anaphoric pronouns, coreferentials with the subject free noun or pronoun.
When th~y precede nouns, they may also take the function of possessives
(see 21 ), if they are not coreferential with the subject (cf. Costa 1992: 208). 9
These forms are monosyllables with no rhythmic autonomy, which result
9

In Costa (I ?92:.119-129), these forms were considered clitics (and not prefixes)
based on certam cntena such as: (a) their occurrence in the face of free pronouns b~th may occur at the same immediately pre-verbal position; both can be omitted,
with.no consequences to the grammaticality of the sentence; (b) their position in
relation to the bounded forms in the language - they occur at the left of nominal or
verbal roots, while bounded forms are positioned to the right; (c) their position of
occu.rren~e - immediately pre-verbal; before an object; before two objects. The
poss1b1ht1es of occurrence of these forms before two objects bring into question the
hypothesis of object incorporation in Marubo, since the incorporation of more than
one nominal root in a single verbal theme is generally impossible (cf. Mithun 1984). So
these forms cliticize into verbs and nouns but they are not part of them. As clitics,
these forms may take a grammatical status, since we can assume that they function as
subject (for a proposal in which clitics may bear the status of arguments, see Jelinek
1984). This would lead us to question the syntactic position of what we have been
call mg "ergative subject," which in this case would be an adjunct. This would in tum
explain the similarity between ergative and locative, instrumental, means and genitivepossessive case-marking.

Table 2: Pronominal clitics
These person markers appear both in transitive and in intransitive constructions. Therefore they are not related to the transitivity-intransitive axis.
Below we show some occurrences of s uch forms (other occurrences can be
seen in ( 12)). 11
'"According to Uriagereka ( 1995:83), although morphophonological and prosodic
matters play a role in clitic placement, such factors are not the prime determinants of
placement. Then an approach is needed that is sensitive to the syntactic/semantic
shape of the clause in which the clitic is placed. From what has been observed above,
we can add that pronominal clitics in Marubo are not second position clitics. Second
position clitics would be sentential clitics, that is, clitics to which the debated "law" of
Wackemagel would apply. According to this law, they would take, in some languages,
the second position after the first stressed constituent (or word) of the sentence.
Those clitics, meant as constituents of S, presuppose the modification of S, which is
commonly achieved by means of the adverbialization or modalization of S (cf. Soares
1992, based on Kaisse 1982, 1985). This is not the case in Marubo since in this
language clitic placement has nothing to do with sentence position, but with the host
category, as can be seen from the relevant examples.
11
The third person plural clitic is found, in rare cases, coreferential to the ergative
subject, as seen in:
'wa-rasin-ni
'wa-0
atun-'rua-a-ka
(s)he-PL-ERG (s)he-ABS 3A-PL-like-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST

'They like him/her.'
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\

_ ,/'\_

(19) 'wa
ww1'Ja1k1
'ia-0
in-wi 1Ja-i-ki
I-ABS lS.-write-AUX(I)-PRES/IM.PAST
' I am writing.'

""-

\
_/\
(20) mla
'remakast.ii
m1mu'nuat
1
'mia-0
ramaka-si min-mu'nu-ai
you-SG-ABS now-manner 2S.-SG-dance-PRES/IM.PAST
'You are dancing now. '
1

""

~-

/\
(21) 'tJeno
e'wwan1
e'nla
'tJano-0
an-'wwa-nin
an-'ni-a
PN-ABS 3-POSS-mother-ASSOC 3S,-SG-stay-PRES/IM.PAST
"tJano stays with his mother.'

<

/\_

1
(22) m,,;a'tu=
mt.ii e
me tfa.fiet
1
ma'tu-n
mi an-0
mao-'tJaJi-ai
you-PL-ERG branch-ABS 2A-PL-break-PRES/!M.PAST
'You have broken the branch.'

I~

0

/ \_

(23) wetu
e1pfo1
tii'rafaka
I
t
•
wan- un an- I pam-0
tu I raJ-a-ka
he-ERG 3A-SG-net-ABS tear-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST
'He has tom the net. '

I

_/

""

""-

w'e
wka'me
'w'hn
'ntiinci'.>ma
1
1
1 •
i an in-ka1man-0
w1·n-a1·
nmu-ma
I-ERG IA-jaguar-ABS see-PRES/IM.PAST here-NEG
'I have seen jaguar far from here.'
..Th~ co-ocurrence of coreferent free-form (pro)nominals and pronominal
cht1cs m the examples above seems to be what has been called in the literature
as "clitic doubling". Among languages in which such a phenomenon was
noted, we ca~ cite S~andard Spanish and River Plate Spanish (cf. Jaeggly,
1982), Porteno Spanish (cf. Sufier 1990), Welsh (cf. Sadler 1988), Piraha
(Everett 1987) and Yagua (cf. Everett ( 1989). As pointed out by Everett ( 1996:
46), not all languages with clitics allow clitic doubling, as is the case in
standar~ French. But languages that do allow clitic doubling vary in respect
to the kinds of restrictions imposed on the double, so that "Standard Spanish
(24)
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allows doubling of indirect objects, River Plate Spanish allows doubling of
indirect objects and animate direct objects, Porteno Spanish allows doubling
of any object, and all dialects of Spanish require doubling of pronouns."
Piraha, an Amazonian language from the Muran family, allows doubling of
direct object, subject, possessor of NP, and object of postposition positions
(Everett 1996:82). We can add that as long as the facts ofMarubo presented
above can be analyzed as clitic doubling, this language allows for doubling of
subject. 12
From the examples above we can see that the free-form nominals and
pronominals are marked according to the ergative-absolutive system. A is
marked by the ergative case.Sand 0 receive the same marker 0 ofabsolutive
case. Nevertheless the pronominal clitics do not operate on the same basis.
They are coreferential with Sor A; and there is no pronominal clitic form for 0.
We see from these facts that Marubo is not a "consistently" 13 ergative
language, since it operates with two systems -one for nominal case-marking
and another for the cliticized pronouns.
We might suppose, from the data above, that the pronominal clitics would
operate according to the nominative-accusative system, since they mark San
A, as opposed to 0. A close inspection of the data reveals, nevertheless, that
the occurrence of these clitics is semantically motivated - they occur with
certain semantic types of verbs, depending on the semantic roles that they
assign to their arguments. They case-mark the Agent or the Experiencer of
transitive verbs and the Agent of intransitive active verbs. The Patient
affected by the activity is not explicitly marked. These facts can be observed if
we compare the examples in ( 19)-(24) with the following constructions:

12
As we are considering the clitics in Mambo in terms of case-marking systems, we
do not go further into the issue of clitic doubling here. For a minimalist account on the
relationship between pronominal clitics and agreement affixes and pronouns, see
Everett ( 1996). A minimalist approach on clitic placement in Western Romance can be
seen in Uriagereka (1995).
13

Warlpiri, a Pama-Nyangan Australian language, has an ergative-absolutive system
for nominal case-marking and a nominative-accusative system for verb agreement (cf.
Hale 1973). The same is true for Gahuku, a Papuan language, with a verbal prefix
cross-referencing Sand A and a verbal suffix cross-referencing 0 , while nouns are
marked on an ergative-absolutive basis (cf. Deibler 1966). De Lancey ( 1985) points
out that the confusion surrounding the classification of Tibetan, which he considers a
typical representative of the active type, is due partly to the fact that "apparently
among various dialects and various stages of the classical language, several different
case-marking patterns occur, including active, aspectually split ergative, and consistent
ergative, and minor variations of all three. " Other inconsistencies regarding casemarking can be seen in Comrie ( 1978:340-344).
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(25) 'a
ma'vuplet
'a-0
ma-'vupi-ai
he-ABS already die-PRES/IM.PAST
'He has already died.'
(26)
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""'s .

'a
'uJat
I
'a-0
u a-a1
he-ABS sleep-PRES/IM.PAST
'He is sleeping.'

""-

/\

(27) 'ravuJtii
1'flm
'ravuJi-0
i'Jin-ai
knee-ABS ache-PRES/IM.PAST
'The knee is aching.'

\

/\

(28) 'tiia ra'kaa
'ia-0 ra'ka-ai
I-ABS lie-PRES/IM.PAST
'I am lying.'

""'

/\
(29) 'nuktii
Ju'plm
'nuki-0
Ju'pin-ai
we-ABS be hungry-PRES/IM.PAST
'We are hungry.'

\

/\

(30) 'mla
IJ'naka
'mla-0 IJ'na-ka
you-ABS bad-PRES-PERM
' You are bad.'

/\

/\

(31) na 'vlrri'i
IJ'naya
na-'vi mi-0
iJ'na-ya
DEM-fruit-ABS bad-PRES-RES
'This fruit is spoiled.'

/\
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\_

I (32) a'kupa
vup1ya
I
.
a'kunpa-0 vup1-ya
PN-ABS die-PRES-RES
' a'kunpa is dead.'
v

u

As we consider these new data, we see that the language distinguishes
verbs in the following ways: (a) active transitive verbs, like drink, sew, rasp
and wash , including in this class verbs of cognition, like think , see, hear, tell,
which require an Experiencer participant, and which, by metaphorical extension, are also considered active verbs; (b) active intransitive verbs indicating
action, movement, or change in position, like sing, cry, run, dance.fall, stand
up, sit down; (c) stative intransitive verbs, like die, sleep, ache, including here
verbs that indicate body position, like be sitting, be on foot, be lying; feeling
or sensation, like be sad, be angry , be thirsty; and adjectival forms that
denote inherent quality or permanent state, or quality resulting from a change
of state, like be bad, become bad, be dead.
Thus, case-marking in Marubo is also related to verb classes since it
distinguishes two subtypes of S, according to the semantic nature of the verb:
s. for active intransitive verbs; and S0 , for intransitive stative verbs. s . is
semantica)ly similar to A, in the sense that both exert control over the activity;
S0 is semantically similar to 0, in the sense that both are affected by the
activity. Such a distinction is reflected through the pronominal clitics, in the
form of a cross-reference system, which provides information about person
and number of the NP in A ors. function. On the other hand, there are no
explicit forms for S0 • We conclude that, regarding pronominal clitics, Marubo
is a split-S language since it operates in terms of an S category subdivided,
with certain grammatical purposes, into s. and S0 It is a syntactically-based
system since it always operates in the same way, irrespective of the semantics
of a particular instance of use. Thus, an active (intransitive or transitive) verb
can be preceded by a pronominal clitic, which is coreferential with either s . or
A, even ifin a specific situation of verb usages. or A do not exert control
over the activity. This can be observed in the examples below, where the
presence or absence of control over the activity is expressed lexically, not
through nominal case-marking or through pronominal clitics.

""'

""'/

_ /\_

(33) 'puya
'aska'tat epa'kwrlvl
1
puya-0 'aska'tai an-pa'ki-rivi
PN-ABS onpurpose 3S.-SG-fall-EMPH
"puya has fallen on purpose.'
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""'

~

I

-~

(34) 'puya
pa'kwne
a'rl
el'klma
'puya-0 pa'ki-nan a-'ri
an-i-'ki-ma
PN-ABS fall-FOC 3-REFL-SG 3S,-SG-AUX{l)-PRES/1M.PAST-NEG
''puya has fallen; he did not do it by himself (by his fault).'

/\_

""'/\

""'

(35) ma'nl.firii
'akw
'pakt.U'vunii
ma'niJi-nin 'aku-0 'paki-'van-nan
PN-ERG PN-ABS throw-MOY-FOC

""'-/

_/

'askataa'kl
ea'ka
'askataa'kin
an-a-'ka
on purpose 3S,-SG-AUX(T)-PRES/IM .PAST
' ma'niJi has thrown 'aku down; she did it on purpose. '

/\_

""'

~/\

(36) ma'nl.finl
'akw 'pakw'vune
ma'niJi-nin 'aku-0 'paki-'van-nan
PN-ERG PN-ABS throw-MOY-FOC

I

-~

a'rl
iia'kama
a-'ri
an-a-'ka-ma
3-REFL-SG 3S,-SG-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST-NEG
'ma'niJi has thrown 'aku down; she did not do it by herself (by her fault) .'
Although some scholars consider the split-S system, also known as
active-inactive, as an autonomous system for marking syntactic function,
Dixon ( 1994:77) maintains that "split-S systems do involve a mixture of
ergative and accusative pattems- S, is marked like A and differently from 0
(the criterion for accusativity) while S0 is marked like 0 and differently from A
(the criterion for ergativity)." In his view, there are two simple patterns of
syntactic identification- accusative and ergative. And the Split-S system is
no more than a split between those two basic systems. Resulting or not from a
split between the ergative and accusative systems, the split-S system, which
is manifested in Marubo through pronominal clitics, operates independently
from the ergative system, which is manifested through nominal case-marking.
Despite being coreferentials with A and S,, pronominal clitics are not
interpreted as constituting an agreement system in Marubo in the face of the
following facts :
(a) Their occurrence is not obligatory, as can be observed from the
examples below (compare especially the pair 23-38).
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""'

/\
(3 7) 'vakt.U
nu'kuat
'vaki-0 nu'ku-ai
child-ABS arrive-PRES/IM.PAST
'The boy has arrived.'

""'

\

/\_

I = (38) 'wutu
pem
tii'raJaka
.
'wan-tun I pam-0
tu'raJ-a-ka
he-ERG net-ABS tear-AUX(T)-PRES/IM.PAST
' He has tom the net.'
(b) They occur in the same position as free-form (pro)nominals occurb~f?re Yo~ before 0. Therefore, free-form (pro)nominals and pronominal
cht1cs are mterchangeable; both can be omitted (a fact which is well known in
other languages). 14 And the presence of one or another is enough to identi fy
A or S,. Compare the examples above with the following ones:

""'

_/\_

(39) 'ruma nlimu'nukatsa
'rama nun-mu'nu-katsai
now IS -PL-dance-FUT
'Now we ~ill dance.'

""'/

/\
(40) e'kufi
'kwwl'nu
an-'kanti-0
'klwi-'nan
3S,-SG-bow-ABS stretch-FOC
'He is stretching the bow.'
T~e pronomi~~l .clitics thus constitute an independent system of syntactic
ma~kmg. They cht1c1~e to the left ofV or to the left ofO simply from phonolog1cal reasons, that 1s, because they bear no stress, these monosyllabic forms
have no rhythmic autonomy (cf. Costa 1992: 130).
We conclude then that Marubo shows two autonomous systems that
allow for the establishment of grammatical relations: the (pro)nominal case14 As pointed out by Dixon ( 1994:95), verbal cross-reference makes free-fonn
pronouns in core functions virtually redundant so that they tend to occur less
frequently, for purposes of emphasis. This is the case of modem Warlpiri, where freeform pronouns have .a secondary role, being used only for emphasis. As noted by
Cornn~ ( 1978:339), independent pronouns are normally omitted, unless stressed, in
Quiche,.a Mayan L.a?guage of Guatemala. In Gaviao, (a language of the Monde family,
spoken m the Brazthan state ofRondonia), either an explicit NP or a pronominal
prefix indicati.ng person or number can be used to refer to core arguments (cf. Moore
19~4, aP_ud Dixon I ~~4:46). In respect to clitic doubling, it is worth noting the
O~!ionahty and mob1hty of Spanish object clitics, as well as all kinds of doubling in
P1raha (cf. Everett 1996).
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marking system, which operates according to the ergative pattern; and the
pronominal clitics, which operate according to the split-S system. Although
they are autonomous, both systems can operate simultaneously, as can be
observed from (19)-(24), resulting, as a consequence, with the coreference
between free forms and clitics. A question may be raised here as to how this
could be handled in a minimalist framework, in which Case and agreement are
to be checked under the same structural relations.15
15

Accord mg to Chomsky ( 1992). Case assignment is a manifestation of the Spechead relation. He proposes two different AGR positions if two NPs in VP require
structural Case: AGR5 or AGR0 . If VP contains only one NP, one of the two AGR
elements will be active. If the choice is AGR5 , the single NP will have the properties
of the su~ject of a transitive clause; if the choice is AGR0 , it will have the properties
of the Object of a transitive clause. These two poss ibilities result in nominative and
ergative languages, respectively.
Everett (1996) assumes a model with no typological distinction between AGR
nodes. Instead, he proposes a model in which distinctions in syntactic behavior are
based only _on configurational positions, so that he takes AGR as a node without any
typmg of different kinds of AGRs. Morphological subcategorization will indicate how
many AGR positions the verb has. And a parsing principle. which accounts for the
configurational distance agreement between the verb and nominals in the clause
~CDAP}, w ill tell which nominals are most in need of being marked on the verb, that
is, those which are configurationally more distant from the verb at PF. It is worth
noting that he also makes use of notions such as anaphoric index and relativized
minimality (to distinguish between AGR positions locally), in conjunction with the
notion oftheta-coindexation (to account for ergative languages) in the formalization of
CDAP. Grammaticality contrasts follow from this principle so that AGR can surface
either as clitics or agreement affixes, depending on morphological subcategorization.
Affixes are m-subcategorized, while clitics are not. This difference plays a role in Case
assignment: According to Everett, the Spec-head relation is not the only option
available, smce non-m-subcategorized AGR nodes represent a variation on the
possible conditions for AGR manifestations and functions.
A look at the facts of Marubo is needed from one or another point of view, smce it
may have consequences in respect to these matters. Nevertheless, it seems that neither
of th~ proposals manage to explain the semantic/pragmatic basis underlying the
coexistence of the ergative and the split-S system in the language. A more related
approach under the Minimalist program is pursued by Uriagereka ( 1995). According
to him, "special" clitic placement follows from the syntax of specificity and
referentiality. He proposes that languages may have an active or inactive site peripheral to the s.entence, which he calls F (cf. Uriagereka 1988, 1992, apud Uriagereka
199~). In h.1s view F syntactically encodes a speaker 's or an embedded subject's point
of view. It IS seen as a point of interface at LF between the competence levels of
synta~ and the performance levels of pragmatics. He then argues that languages with
an active F o_vertly place clitics in this site, while languages with an inactive F employ
other strategies. Parametric differences in clitic placement follow from the activity and
from the morphological weight ofF.
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3.2.2. Split conditioned by tense, aspect and modality
As we saw above, Marubo is an ergative language regarding nominal
case-marking. Free-form (pro)nouns in A function are marked by the ergative
case; and those that are in Sand 0 function are marked by the absolutive. In
certain constructions, however, nominal case-marking operates according to
the nominative-accusative system. This kind of split is motivated by the
tense, aspect and modality system (TAM system, cf. Giv6n 1984).
Events (dynamic situations seen as single complete wholes), processes
(dynamic situations seen in their internal temporal structure), or states can be
interpreted as established or completed situations; as habitual or continuous,
transitory or permanent situations; as predictable or potential situations (cf.
Comrie, 1976). Different ways of referring to different situations may be coded
by means oflexical items, by means oflexically composite expressions, or by
means of grammatical categories. The notions of tense, aspect and modality
are generally indicated on the verb by verb morphology, but they can also be
coded by lexical items, such as temporal adverbs; by lexical expressions, as
some aspectual markers; or by grammatical words adjacent to the verb, as in
the case of auxiliaries and modals (cf. Comrie 1985).
Splits may arise from the interaction between the case-marking system and
the TAM system, so that certain constructions obey the ergative pattern
while others follow the accusative pattern, depending on the kind of situation
being expressed by the construction in question. As pointed out by De
Lancey ( 1981 , 1982, 1985) the perfective and imperfective, as well as volition
and control, are categories that crucially determine splits in ergative languages. So, different syntactic strategies are employed to differentiate
situations that are initiated and controlled by a participant from situations that
involve or affect a participant, in such a way that it is now identified with S
and A (as an agent initiator and controller of the situation), now with Sand 0
(as a non-controller or non-intentional participant, or as a patient affected by
the situation). These situations may refer to events, processes or states that
took place in the past; take place in the present; and may take place in the
future. The same situations may be seen in their internal or external temporal
structure, so that they can be interpreted as a complete whole (perfective
aspect), on the one hand, or as recurrent customary situations, or situations
that occur continuously along time (imperfective aspect), on the other. These
situations may, finally, involve limited observations about the real world (realis
modality) or generalizations about possible worlds (irrealis modality).
As pointed out by Dixon (1994: 99), many languages may obviously show
nominative-accusative marking in all aspects and tenses, while others show
absolutive-ergative unimpeded by aspect or tense. But if a language shows a
split conditioned by tense or aspect, the ergative marking is always found
either in past tense or in perfective aspect. According to Dixon, "ergative
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marking is most likely to be found in clauses that describe some definite
result, in past tense or perfective aspect. An ergative system is less likely to
be employed when the clause refers to something that has not yet happened
(in future tense), or is not complete (imperfective aspect) or did not happen
(negative polarity), or where there is emphasis on the agent's role (imperative
or hortative moods)" (p. 101 ).
In Marubo the ergative marking is employed in the present, past and
future to refer to dynamic situations (events and processes). This type of
marking is independent of person and number. First, second and third
persons, singular or plural, are treated the same way, according to the ergative
marking. Thus, actions that happened in the past, actions that did not happen
yet, but will happen in the future, and actions that happen in the present
moment are constructed on an ergative basis. In the same way, processes that
are developing in the present moment, or even in the past, are also constructed according to the ergative marking.
Events and processes are coded in the same way in Marubo: that is, there
are no aspectual distinctions concerning complete actions and actions in
progress. Present tense has as reference point the moment of utterance (now),
the deictic temporal center in relation to which situations are located, but it is
actually used to refer to situations that occupy a longer period of time than
the present moment. In particular, it is used to speak of situations that hold at
the day of today. It is coded morphologically by the suffix -ai (also pronounced as [a]) to indicate momentaneous present or immediate past (the
past of today), as can be seen in:

I

\

/\

(41) w'e
'mla
u1 1wlm
1
1
mia-0 in- 1win-ai
i an
I-ERG you-ABS IA-see-PRES/IM.PAST
'I see you.'

""

1
1\
/
(42) ma'tu
neml
pla
1
1
1
nami-0 pi-ai
ma tu-n
you(PL)-ERG meat-ABS eat-PRES/IM.PAST
'you eat meat.'

""-

/ 1nu
(43) tJe
me/ 1Sul 1pakwat
tJa'nu-n man 1sin-0 1paki-ai
PN-ERG bowl-ABS throw-PRES/IM.PAST
"tJanu has thrown the bowl.'
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1
nukw
m1Ju 1tufil
m1 1e
1
1
1
nuki-0
min-Ju tun-ai
mi an
you-SG-ERG we-ABS 2A-SG-push-PRES/IM.PAST
' You have pushed us.'

(44)

Present is in a sense a neutral tense in Marubo. It is employed to refer to
actions that happen or happened today/now. But it does not exclude the
progressive and the habitual sense, as can be observed from the following
examples:

""

~

/\_

1
(45) ma 1nlfinl
e 1atsa
nlsa
1
1
an- atsa-0
'nisa-ai
ma niJi-nin
PN-ERG 3A-SG-cassava-ABS rasp-PRES/IM .PAST
' ma 1niJi is rasping cassava. '

/

""

/

\

/\

/

\_/\

(46) nu'kw
'neml
nu'pla
fa 1va1tututa 1klma
nu'ki-n 'nami-0
nun-'pi-ai
Ja'va1tuntunta'kima
we-ERG meat-ABS I A-PL-eat-PRES/IM.PAST every day
'we eat meat every day. '
(47) ma'ye
'penl 'ku1kwat
ma'ya-n 1pani-0 'kiki-ai
PN-ERG net-ABS weave-PRES/IM.PAST
''maya is weaving a net.'
In Marubo there are many tense markers that code past tense, which is
subdivided into various degrees of distance in the time scale. By the use of
these markers it is possible to allude to situations that happened yesterday,
some days ago, months (or moons) ago, years ago, decades ago, centuries
ago, and a long, long time ago. Below are examples of the use of two of these
suffixes:

I
/\
~_/\
w 1e
m1 1penl
u1 1maJtwvat
nafa 1vama
i'a-n
min-'pani-0 in-'maJti-vai
na-Ja'va-ma
I-ERG 2-POSS-net-ABS IA-finish-REC.PAST DEM-day-NEG
'I finished your net yesterday.'

(48)

I

""

\/\_~
1

/

1

1
(49) w'e
'Jopa
ata'rayana meJc0
u1 WIJ'na
1
i'a-n 'Jopa-0 ata 1raya-na'man-Ju
in- 1win-J'na
I-ERG PN-ABS city noun-LOC-PROV 1A-know-REM.PAST
'l came upon 1Jopa in Atalaia (moons/years ago)'
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Only one tense marker is used to locate a situation in a time subsequent to
the present moment, indicating immediate or remote future:
(50)

""'-~

\
etu
ka/ ptfi
'yemama 'katset
'an-tun
ka'pi-0
'yamama-'katsai
he-ERG alligator-ABS kill-FUT
'He will kill the alligator.'
1

1

As can be seen from the data above, all of these tense markers do occur in
ergative constructions. The split takes place in constructions that describe
situations with a continuous, stable, permanent temporal structure. The
continuous, non-progressive imperfective aspect is coded in Marubo by the
aspectual marker -mis, used for situations that refer to general truths that hold
at all times and are not restricted temporarily. Along with the aspectual marker,
the present tense marker -ka is used to refer to situations that occupy a much
longer period of time than the present moment, but which include the present
moment within them. This marker is also used in adjectival forms that denote
inherent qualities or p ermanent states, that is, states that are maintained in
the present, but whi ch have started before the present moment and may
extend beyond the present (see 30). This can be observed in the following
examples:

""' ""'
1

~

(51) 'yu.ra nem'i p'i'mlska
'yura 'nami pi-'mis-ka
people meat eat-CONT-PRES
'People eat meat.'

/

""'-~

(52) 'a ka'ptfi 'yemama 'ml ska
1
'a ka'pi
yamama- 1mis-ka
he alligator kill-CONT-PRES
'He always kills alligator.'
The data above show that such kinds of constructions deviate from the
ergative pattern, operating according to the accusative system. 16
16

If we consider morphological marking we may say that such a system is neutral in
that the same morphological marking (here a null one) is used for all three syntactic
positions S, A and 0 . As assumed by Comrie ( 1978: 340), "the neutral nominal casemarking is compatible with either a nominative-accusative or an ergative-absolutive
system, in that it does not make any distinction cutting across either of these two
distinctions." As shown below, when we consider word order as well as some
syntactic aspects (cf. Section 4 ), we see that the constructions in question operate on
a nominative-accusative basis.
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Another tense marker in Marubo, the suffix -ya, occurs in adjectival forms
denoting a quality resulting from a change ofstate, that is, a quality or state
resulting from a process that leads to a well-defined terminal point, beyond
which the process can not continue, although the resulting final state is
maintained in the present moment and may extend beyond the present
moment (see 31 and 32). This marker also occurs with stative intransitive or
transitive verbs. Compare (31) and (32) with the sentence below, which shows
a stative transitive verb and is constructed according to the accusative
pattern.
(53)

""'

""'

yura 'vo
'aya
/ma'pu
'yura 'vu ma'pu-n
'a-ya
people hair head-LOC AUX (T)(=have; exist)-PRES
' People have hair on the head. '
1

The same suffix can be used to stativize active constructions, be they
transitive or intransitive, in which case it may be analyzed a lso as a
nominalizing suffix (cf. 4.1). In this usage those constructions describe
continuous, generic or customary actions that are related to recurrent past
actions, and which are reinterpreted as quality rather than activity. The
following data exemplify this usage:

""'-

""'/\
( 54) 'Jatr'i'slrro
'nuyaya
'S ai-ri 'sin-ru 1nuya-ya
bird-PL-TOP
fly-PRES/NOM
' Birds fly (As for the birds, they fly.).'

""' ""'-

""'-

""'

""'

\_
I~ ....

....,

(55) 'nukw 'askata
'etsamaJta
piaya
'nuki 'askata 'antsa-ma-Jta 1pia-ya
we
always a lot-NEG-DIM eat-PRES/NOM
'We always eat little.'

/
\_
(56) 'puya ta'we
'yapa
'akaya
1
'puya ta'wa-n yapa
'a-ka-ya
PN arrow-INSTR fish AUX(T)(=fish)-PRES-PRES/NOM
''puya fishes with arrow.'
These data show that S (in 54) is treated equally as A (in 55 and 56).
Again, as is the case of (51) and (52), we have a split in the ergative system,
conditioned by tense and aspect. Now operates the nominative-accusative
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system, where the grammatical relations are established just by means of word
order: SV order for intransitive sentences and AOV order for transitive ones. 17
In respect to modality, a component of the TAM system, it is also responsible for splits in the ergative system. As noted by Givan ( 1984: 272), "modality encompasses among other things our notions ofreality, in the sense of
'having factual existence at some real time' ('true'), 'having existence at no
real time' ('false'), or 'havingpotentia/ existence in some yet-to-be time'
('possible')." The affirmative sentence codes a true proposition, while the
negative sentence codes a false proposition; and different types of constructions are used to refer to possible realities. In Marubo, the nominativeaccusative pattern is conditioned by negation and by the impossibility of
realization of a situation. According to Dori go and Costa ( 1996 a), the negation marker -ma is a sentence final operator, which is attached to the main verb
or to an auxiliary as a suffix. In the same way, impossibility is marked by the
modal operator -tinpa. When these two particles attach themselves to verbs,
17
In sentences in which the ergative-absolutive system operates word order is not
fixed, admitting variations, generally for discursive reasons, among the pragmatically
neutral order SOY and the OSY, SYO and OYS orders. This flexibi lity is constrained in
cases of split ergativity, in which the SOY order is rigid, since it is the only means of
case-marking core arguments.

The flexibility observed in word order when the ergative system operates, in the face
of its rigidity in the cases of splits, has been in fact linked to morphology in Costa
( 1992): in sentences in which the ergative-absolutive axis operates, morphology acts,
setting the order free. On the other side, in the nominative-accusative axis, the order
operates as a case-marking device, from which results its rigidity.
With the attempt to relate several problems resulting from the fu nctionali st
approach, adopted in Costa (I 992), in recent works (cf. Costa 1993, 1996 b) we turn
the analysis to a forma l perspective, having as support recent developments of
generative theory. We depart from the assumption that the variation in constituent
order can be derived from a highly constrained set of simple parameters, which interact
with universal principles of human language.
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some aspect and tense marks that appear in the correspondent affirmatives
may vanish in certain cases (realis modality: past and present tense, cf. 57 and
58), while others are retained (irrealis modality: continuous aspect and future
tense, cf. 60 and 62). In the case of tense morphemes, if they are expressed
they are attached to the auxiliary (cf. 62).
In transitive sentences negation and impossibility imply the non-realization of an activity. In these cases A does not control the situation, being thus
identified with S. Identified as S, A is marked like S, therefore according to the
accusative marking. Observe in the examples below the identification between
S and A, where A is distinguished from 0 only through AOV (except for (61 ),
with right dislocation of P).

Intransitive sentences

( 57)

"" ""-

'a 'rema 'ufama
'a 'rama 'uJa-ma
he today sleep-NEG
'He did not sleep today.'

""-

(58) 'Jat 'nuyafipa
'Jai 'nuya-tinpa
bird
fly-IMPOS
'The bird can not fly.'

Transitive sentences

/\

""

~
1

(59) ma'yepa 'neml p1 ama
ma 1yanpa 1nami pi 1a-ma
PN
meat
eat-NEG
'ma'yanpa does not eat meat.'

In order to reach an explanation for the morphological coincidence between ergative
subject and genitive, locative, instrumental, means and genitive-possessive casemarking (cf. Footnote 8); to establish a relationship between constituent order
variation and case-marking devices; and, finall y, to put in question the syntactic
position of what we have been calling "object" and "ergative subject", we postulate
that "the syntactic representation bears the existence of an external argument, which,
necessarily marked by morphology, is opposed to internal arguments, w hich , being
assigned structural case, dispense with morphological marking."

(60) 'a kli'ptii 'yemama'rrilsma
'a ka'pi
'yamama-'mis-ma
he alligator kill-CONT-NEG
' He never kills alligator.'

Pursuing this hypothesis, we intend to deeply analyze the tense, aspect and
modality system, as long as conclusions about the existence of a functional complex in
the language may have consequences for Case assignment.

\
(61) 'ma
'ia

~~

/

""-

\
maJtu1ma ~ pfol
1
'maJti-ma
pani
finish-NEG
net
'I have not finished the net.'
1

1
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\

/~_\_
m~'sw pa'kwma 'lkatset

(62) 'tiia
'ia man'sin pa'ki-ma 'i-katsai
bowl throw-NEG AUX(I)-FUT
'I will not throw the bowl'

"' "'

/\_

(63) 'mato 'retfa
tJ i 'vetipa
'matu 'rantJa tJi 'van-tin pa
you-PL boat
reach-IMPOS
'You can not reach the boat.'

\

/

"'-

1vltna tipa
(64) 'wa m~'sw
1
ia man 1sin 'vi-ina-tinpa
bowl
lead-DIR-lMPOS
'I can not lift the bowl up '
From the facts considered up to this point, we conclude that the ergative
marking is employed in transitive constructions that describe dynamic
situations, with or without internal temporal structure, which may effectively
happen in the past, in the present and in the future. The splits conditioned by
the TAM system occur in sentences that refer to static, continuous, incomplete situations (present, imperfective), or to situations that in reality did not
happen or are impossible to happen (negation, impossibility). The accusative
pattern operates in such constructions.

4. Syntactic aspects
ln the previous sections we saw that the nominal case-marking in simple
clauses obeys the ergative pattern, with manifestations of the accusative
pattern conditioned by the TAM system. In this section we consider complex
sentences in order to see if there are constraints in combinations of different
kinds of clauses and whether such possible constraints are based on semantic
factors or are grammatically conditioned splits.
When two clauses are linked by coordination or subordination, two types
of syntactic constraints may occur: those regarding the combination of certain
types of clauses and those associated with the omission of coreferential
constituents in clause combination. If these constraints treat S and 0 equally,
distinctly from A, the language operates with the S/O pivot. If they treat S
and A equally and 0 differently, the language operates with the SIA pivot. In
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the first case the language is said to be "syntactically ergative"; in the
second, it is said to be "syntactically accusative" (cf. Dixon 1994: 143).
The term "pivot" (introduced by Dixon 1979) is a syntactic category that
describes the syntactic equivalence between Sand A or between Sand O.
According to Dixon ( 1994: 156), "pivot" and "subject" are distinct syntactic
categories. S, A and 0 are universal syntactic relations, which are applicable
at both underlying and derived syntactic levels. "Subject" is a universal
category that links together A and S at the underlying structure level. "Pivot"
is a language-particular category that operates at the level of derived structure
with two possibilities of identification: S/A or S/O.
A pivot constraint may be invoked when two clauses are combined to
form a complex sentence. If the language operates accord ing to the SIA pivot,
a common NP can only be omitted from one of the clauses ifit is in Sor A
function in each of the clauses. If the language operates in terms of the S/O
pivot, a common NP can only be omitted from one of the clauses if it is in Sor
0 function in each of them.
In order to satisfy such conditions, the language has syntactic mechanisms, like the passive and the antipassive. Passive puts an underlying O NP
into derived S function and demotes A, which can still be omitted.
Antipassive puts an underlying A NP into derived S function and demotes O
which can also be omitted. One of the functions of passive or antipassive is t~
"feed" a syntactic pivot. Passive feeds an S/A pivot, satisfying the requirement that coreferential NPs be in S or A function. Antipassive feeds an S/O
pivot, which requires that coreferential NPs be in S or 0 function, so that two
clauses can be linked and/or the omission of one of them may occur (p. 143-

144).
Dixon ( 1994) adds that not all languages operate in terms of pivot, showing then no syntactic constraints in clause combination. The possibility of
omission of a coreferential NP is achieved by other mechanisms, like word
order, verbal agreement, switch-reference marking (coded through verbal
inflection, to indicate that coreferential NPs are or are not in a derived S/A
function, cf. p. 153), or simply according to the semantic nature of constituents. Thus, splits between different types of clauses, which are apparently a
grammatical conditioning phenomenon, are, in certain cases, associated to
semantic factors and are conditioned by the distinction between types of NPs
and by the TAM system (p. 101).
In what follows we intend to test certain predictions proposed by Dixon
(1994) about universal tendencies that certain types of subordinate clauses
show of being constructed according to one or another case-marking pattern,
which may lead to a split in relation to the main clause. We want to check the
point at which such expectations are attested in Marubo. Searching for
syntactic motivations for the split in the language, we also intend to verify
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whether or not it operates in terms of pivots, or if other mechanisms apply in
clause combination. To do that we will examine three types of constructions:
relative clauses, purposive clauses and coordinate clauses.

(65)

4.1. Relative clauses
As Dixon (1994: 102- 103) observes, relative clauses detail an action that
takes place at the same time or before the event referred to by the main clause,
and the event described by the relative clause is related to an NP in the main
clause. He expects that ifthere is a split in morphological marking between
main clause and relative clause, the relative clause will show an ergative
pattern, while the main clause will be of the nominative type. According to
him, the reason for the ergative bias in relati ve clauses is that they resemble
past tense (or perfective) main clauses in describing something that has
happened or is happening. Further, relative clauses with a "restrictive"
meaning specify more fully the referent of the noun they qualify and can only
be used with nouns or plural pronouns, not with first or second person
singular, which are already fully specified. Relative clauses thus tend to be
associated with NPs that are located at the right-hand end of the Nominal
Hierarchy, which is in turn associated with ergative marking ..
In Marubo, the relativization of an NP in S, A or 0 function is accomplished through nominalization of intransitive or transitive constructions, by
the addition of the nominalizing suffix -ya. As seen in 3.2.2, this suffix is also
an aspectual marker, which occurs with stative verbs and in adjectival forms
denoting quality or change of state. The "relative clause" in Marubo is
actually a nominal construction consisting of a transitive or intransitive
construction plus a nominalizing morpheme. 18 Such a construction functions
as an adjective, a nominal head modifier. The head is not morphologically
marked, no matter what type of structure is modifying it. Here we have a split
from the ergative to the accusative pattern: A and 0 are distinguished, to the
extent of the complex NP internal structure, through AOV order. AOV order is
neutral in discourse-pragmatic terms in Marubo. Intransitive constructions
show the neutral SY order. 19 These can be observed in ( 65) and (66) below:

18 Nominalizing constructions corresponding to "relative clauses" can also be
observed in Tikuna (an isolated language), as pointed out by Soares (1990: 103- 106), as
well as in a number of other Amazonian languages.
19 The existence of a neutral order in discourse-pragmatic terms has syntactic
implications, insofar as precedence (linearity) may be relevant for certain control
relationships (see 4.2, example 73).

""

""-

~

1
1vaku1 mu1s 1twka
watmatji
1
1
[ vaki s mis'tin-ka
wai-matJi
child strong-PRES-PERM garden-on

""

""-

""

""-
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\ /1klya
\
'mlfii
1
mi-i-'ki-ya]"
work-AUX(l)-PRES-NOM

'naWi ku1'yukl
/ \ 1tfaJatvc:O
1
'nawi 0 ki yuki
'tJaJa-ai-vu
grass
all
clean-PRES/IM.PAST-PL
'The strong boys who work on the garden have cleaned all the grass.'

(66)

1\_
1wa
1nafavaya
\
'runw
?gnlka
1
1
1
[ 'runu" ia 0
naJa-vai-ya] 5
ani-ka
snake
I
bite-REC.PAST-NOM big-PRES-PERM
'The snake which bit me was big. '

Considering the clause where the NP as a whole functions as S, A or 0, we
find both the ergative and accusative patterns. If the complex NP is 0 , it is
distinguished from A through the ergative marking in A, in which case the
order is set free, since it may vary as seen in:

""

""-

,/\,,/\

nu1kuva'rgya
' vwn u1rl sl
(67) 1wgtu
1
1
'wan-tun A [ 'vini-rasin s nu ku-va ran-ya ]-0 0
arrive-MOV-NOM-ABS
man-PL
He-ERG
' He has counted the men who arrived.'

""

\_

/
ta'na1
ta 1na-ai
count-PRES/ IM.PAST

/\_

1
/
mu1 1tfavaya
(68) 'jinlwu1tsa lfna
Jupa
1
1
[ Jini-witsa" ifna Junpa 0 mi 'tJa-va-ya J0 0
old-someone bad papaya tree pull-REC.PAST-NOM-ABS

/

""-

1yBmamat
tJi?'nu
1yamama-ai
1
tJa nu-n"
kill-PRES/ IM.PAST
PN-ERG
.itJanu has killed the bad old man who pulled the papaya tree out.'
Nevertheless, ifthe complex NP is A, two possibilities are found : (a) it is
distinguished from 0 by AOV order, revealing thus an accusative pattern, as
can be observed in (65) above; (b) it is marked by the ergative case, as in (69)
below:
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1

~

vrnmii

(69)

1

[

vini A
man

~
\
1
yura
ati
1
yura 0 1ati 0
person harm
I

v

\_
1

akayatii
1
a-ka-ya ]-tun A
AUX(T)-PRES-NOM-ERG

~
~
1
vaku1
watmiit
1
vaki-0 0 1wai-ma-ai
child-ABS cry-CAUS-PRES/IM.PAST
'The man who does harm to people has made the children cry.'
1

Thus, both case-marking and word order allow for the identification of A
and 0 in the transitive clause. We see then that there is a fluctuation in the
choice of one or another system to the extent of the whole sentence. It seems
that this fluctuation is due to the kind of function of the NP in the relative
construction. Ifit is in S function in the relative clause, as in (65), the main
clause shows an accusative pattern; if it is in A function in the relative clause,
as in (69), the main clause is constructed in an ergative pattern.
The fact that Marubo shows a split in the ergative pattern, both in the
range of the relative clause and in the range of the main clause, is against
Dixon's expectation that relative clauses have an ergative bias, inasmuch as
they resemble past tense (or perfective) main clauses in describing something
that has happened or is happening. In the case of Marubo, the -ya marker is
used, on the contrary, to denote qualities or present states resulting from past
actions, thus conditioning the accusative pattern. Nevertheless, Dixon's
expectation that the split is associated with semantic factors and is not
syntactically motivated is confirmed.

4.2. Purposive clauses
According to Dixon (1994: 102), purposive clauses normally refer to some
attempt at a controlled action and generally have an A or S agent NP that is
coreferential with some NP in the main clause. For this type of subordinate
construction he expects S and A to be treated in the same way within the
complement clause. But ifthere is a split in case-marking between main clause
and purposive clause, the expectation would be that the subordinate shows
the accusative pattern while the main clause requires an ergative pattern. This
is because purposive clauses resemble main clauses in future tense (or
imperfective aspect), in the sense that they express some potential event as a
propensity of the agent, and thus demand accusative marking.
In Marubo the purposive clause is constructed by the replacement of
tense inflection on the verb with the particle -nun, which indicates volition
and may also carry the notion offuturity. In general, this particle expresses the
future and volitional intention ofS or A (in some data, the tense marker -
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katsai is used instead of -nun). lt may also be the case that the postposition
Ju, indicatingprovenience, may occur along with-nun (cf. Costa 1992: 155162). This postposition indicates that the subordinate clause is the causing
source of the action carried in the main clause. The postposition inan, which
express purpose, is located at the end of the subordinate clause.
The main clause is constructed according to the ergative pattern. In
Mambo there is no syntactic mechanism constraining the control of a
coreferential NP deletion in a subordinate clause. The deleted NP can have
any of the functions- A, S and 0 - in the subordinate clause, whether it is in
A, S or 0 function in the main clause. As a consequence, this allows for the
identification between S and A, as well as the identification between Sand 0.
The identification between Sand A can be observed in the examples
below (where e stands for the deleted NP). In (70) the main clause is transitive
and the subordinate is intransitive, with A 1=S2 • In (71), S 1=A 2 :

~

/

~-

1
1
I ma 1ye
fa(J)
aviit
vonu- mti
I
.
·I
I
I
•
a-va1
e
vu-nun-man
At ma1 ya-n
rau-0
1
01
52 1
PN-ERG medicine-ABS AUX(= drink)-REC.PAST heal-YOL-PURP
"maya1 drunk medicine e1 to heal.'

(70)

(71)

v

~
tJenw
1
tJanu-0 1
51
PN-ABS
1

~
u1 1rtfiviit
i 1ri-vai
A2 ei
run-REC.PAST

1

-

~

retfa
1
rantJa-0
02
boat-ABS

~/\
/\_
tsu1 1ktfika 1ln
tJi 1venii Inn
tsi 1ki-ka 1in-ai
tJi 1van-nun-inan
depart-MOY-PRES/IM.PAST reach-YOL-PURP
"tJanu1 ran e1 to reach the boat that was leaving.'

The identification between Sand 0 may be seen in (72), where 0 1=S 2 :

/

m'e

(72)

•I
At

1-

ani

I-ERG

\

~-/\

nufi
tfi 1atfiva1lui
I
t.
•
·
·
nun 1-01 mi- I at 1-vaI m-a1
e
01
52 1
canoe-ABS IA-hold-MOY-PRES/IM.PAST
1

s·

~/\_
pa 1ktfikwn 'ml.Si Inn
pa1ki-kawan- 1misi-inan
fall-MOY-PREY-PURP
' I held the canoe1 to prevent e 1 from falling.'

This example is ambiguous regarding the reference of the deleted NP. S2
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might refer either to 0 1 or to A 1, since an agent can hold something to prevent
either the thing or himself from falling. In this case, then, the reference of the
omitted NP can only be recovered by the situational context. The ambiguity
that may arise in cases like this may, however, be eliminated in Marubo ifthe
order of the clauses is reversed so that the reference of the deleted NP is made
explicit in the subordinate clause. This is the case of(73) below, where the
subordinate precedes the main clause. Here S occupies the sentence initial
. •
2
pos1t1on, the topic position. and the omitted NP is the one in the main clause
(surely O" not A).
(73)

""

""-

vakti1
'wa\/\_
1'm1s11ni'!
'vu
'lkcilnlet
k•
I
· I
· · ·
I
I
va
1
-0;
wa1m1s1-man
Al vu-n
e;
ikuni-ai
82
01
child-ABS cry-PREV-PURP PN-ERG
take-PRES/IM.PAST
'To prevent the child from crying, 'vu took e.. '
1

I

I

I

In this case, constituent order, as long as clauses are concerned, along
with ergative case-marking in A I , allow for the identification ofO I as
coreferential to S2• It seems from this example that linearity also plays a role in
control relationships, since it contributes to disambiguation of the omitted NP
reference. It is worth observing that the modal -misi, cliticized to the verb,
indicates that A 1's purpose is to attempt to avoid the event expressed by the
verb; that is, the purpose of A 1 is to block the possibility that OJall (cf. (72)
or cry (cf. (73)).
The examples below show other possible combinations between main and
purposive clauses which support evidence for the absence of syntactic
constraints in this kind of construction in Marubo . In (74) ' S I =S2'· in (75) '
0 1=A 2 . Finally, (76) includes two deleted NPs in the subordinate clause- A2
and 0 2 , coreferential to A 1 and 01' respectively.

/

\~_

(74)

'ovat
pa'nE
'mtii1'k1 niilni'!
1
1
'u-vai
sz pa'nan-0 1 mi-i ki-nun-inan
e
51
1
PN-ABS work-AUX(I)-VOL-PURP come-REC.PAST
'pa'nan; to work e1 came.

(75)

vw'tEwe
e'va kw
'yiinroat
•It
I
k•t-0
I
·
Al v1 anwa-n
anva
yunu-a1
Az e 1
01
1
PN-ERG 3-POSS-daughter-ABS order-PRES/IM.PAST

~

""-

~

~-

""-

1wakapafa
vi 'tEnii 1ni'!
1wakapaJa-0
vi-'tan-nun-inan
water-ABS lead-MOY-YOL-PURP
'vi'tanwa told her daugther1 e; to get water.'

02
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""-

/\_
1plnc0Jwlne
(76) ma'nlfin1
'yapa
'Jotet
1pi-nu-Ju-inan
Al ma'niJi-nin;
'ya
pa-0J
'J
ui-ai
A 2 e;
ei
02
01
eat-VOL-PROV-PURP
PN-ERG
fish-ABS roast-PRES/IM.PAST
' ma' niJi.I is roasting fish J. e.I e.J to eat.'
From the data examined to this point, we see that it is possible to combine
main and purposi ve clauses without needing an operation to derive S from A
or 0. In summary, the lang1iage does not operate with pivots in purposive
subordinate clauses. This fact is in accordance with Dixon's expectation that S
and A are treated in the same way within the complement clause.

4.3. Coordinate clauses
We saw that Marubo shows no syntactic constraints in combining main
and purposive clauses. We saw that clause order and case-marking contribute
to the identification of omitted NPs.
We now tum to coordination. Considering this type of construction, one
can not think about tendencies to one or another system, since coordination
involves just the combination of two ore more independent clauses. It is in
this type of construction that we can verify if Marubo is ergative at the interclause syntactic level. If there are constraints regarding NP deletion, and if
these constraints require a pivot, then we can state that the language is
syntactically ergative or syntactically accusative; in the first case, it should
manifest an S/O pivot; in the second, an S/A pivot. Showing the existence ofa
pivot, it will certainly have mechanisms to derive S from 0 or from A
Coordination in Marubo is accomplished without any overt conjunction 20
simply by juxtaposing two sentences, with omission of the appropriate NP
from one of the clauses, generally the second one (but see 84 below, with the
omission of the first A NP). It can also be accomplished with the intercalation
of a clause between S or A and the predicate. Tense markers or other particles
may be used to indicate the sequentiality of the events being carried by each
clause.
We exemplify some simple sentences before examining their syntactic
behavior in coordination. (77) and (78) are examples of intransitive and
transitive simple sentences.
(77)

20

""

\

'ntiincil 1-v
ua
yura
I
.
I
I •
u-a1
s yura-0
nmu
man-ABS here come-PRES/IM.PAST
'The man has come here.'
I

v

Marubo is simi lar to Dyrbal in that there is no overt particle to indicate coordination, which "is recognized by the whole complex making up one intonation group and
by the omission of the second occurrence of the NP in pivot function" (cf. Dixon
1994:162).
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a'~
I vw

/
(78)

""'-
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below, where A2 is deleted, instead ofS 1.

yu're
'rlfklet
yu'ra-n 0 a'invu-0 'rifki-ai
man-ERG woman-ABS hit-PRES/IM.PAST
'The man has hit the woman.'

A

(82)

There is neither passive nor antipassive in Marubo. The function of
focusing 0, instead of A, is accomplished through OAY or AYO order (notice
also the use of a pause separating the focused element from the rest of the
sentence), with the maintenance of ergative marking in A, as can be seen in:

""'-~

~
/
'rljKi ktii'kwvat
a'I vw
yu're
1·
I
'rifki-ki'ki-vai
a
mvu-0
A yu ra-n
0
woman-ABS man-ERG hit-ITER-REC.PAST
'The woman, the man has hit.' I 'The woman was hit by the man.'

(79)

""--~

/

~

yu're
'rlfkl ku1'kwvat
a'! vw
A yu'ra-n
'rifki-ki'ki-vai
a'invu-0
0
man-ERG hit-ITER-REC.PAST woman-ABS
'The man has hit, the woman.' I 'The woman was hit by the man.'

(80)

Although the language lacks syntactic mechanisms like passive or
antipassive, it allows for the identification between San A, as well as the
identification between S and 0 in coordination processes. The sentence
below shows a combination in which S=A and is constructed simply by
juxtaposition. The transitive clause precedes the intransitive, so that A 1 is
case marked by the ergative morpheme, and S2, the common NP in the second
clause is omitted. The sequentiality of the events is marked in each clause by
tense markers (-vai in the first clause denotes recent past (from yesterday
backwards); -ai in the second clause indicates present or immediate past (the
past of today).

/
yu're
Al yu'ra-n;
man-ERG

(81)

""'

~

89

""'-~

a'! vw
'rlfk.1 ku1'ktiivat
a'invu-0
'rifki-ki'ki-vai
e;
52
01
woman-ABS hit-ITER-REC.PAST

""'

'yura
'yura
e
5 man-ABSA2 ;

""'

\

The sequentiality between the clauses is marked in this case by the tense
suffix -ai, in both verbs, and by a particle that indicates movement and
direction, which is attached to the transitive verb (see also 67 above). These
types of markers have as a reference point the place where the speaker is at
the moment of speech. They can also be used metaphorically as temporal
markers. Marking the verb, the particle va'ran in (82) indicates that the event
carried by hit is anterior to the event of coming. Now ifthe event of coming is
prior to the action of hitting, the same kind of construction can be made with
the intercalation of the intransitive clause between A and the predicate, as in:

/

(83)
Al

~

""'-/

""'-

,/\

yu're
'nwnwo'fu
a'! vw
'rljKi ku1 1kwa1
1
1
yu 1ra-n1 52 e1 'ninu u-'fu
a'invu-0
rifki-ki kl-ai
01
man-ERG
here come-PROV woman-ABS hit-ITER-PRES/IM.PAST
'The man1 e; came here and hit the woman.'

Here S2 is the omitted common NP. The sequentiality is indicated by the
postposition Su, which denotes provenience. When used in coordination,
th is postposition indicates that the event carried by the verb marked by it
precedes the one expressed in the other clause.
From these two types of constructions-juxtaposition and intercalationwe see that the combination between S and A may be accomplished in any
order: A 1S2 or S 1Ar The choice depends on the kind of construction and on
the perspective of the speaker in what event he judges as more relevant.
The identification between S and 0 can be observed in the following
sequence of clauses:

\

The same occurrence of events may be constructed with the intercalation
of the antecedent clause between S and the predicate, as can be seen in (82)

""'-/

a'! vw
'rlfklva'rm
a'invu-0
'rifki-va'ran-ai
0
\voman-ABS hit-MOY-PRES/IM.PAST

'ua
'ntiin<D
'ninu
'u-ai
here come-PRES/IM.PAST
'The man 1 e1 hit the woman and came here. '

1-~

'nwnw ua
I •
nmu
'u-ai
here
come-PRES/IM.PAST
'The man1 hit the woman and e 1 came here.'

~

(84)

""' ""'-

'lipw
'tfuftaka
unpu-0
'tfuJtaka
01
1
clothes-ABS dirty
1

=wm11
•
wm-nan Al e;
see-FOC

I

At

ei

I

e

02 1
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~.

~-

~-

tii 'tfakat
'remarw
'tJuJtama
in/tJaka-ai
'ramaru sJ e; 'tJuJta-ma
now
dirty-NEG
1A-wash-PRES/JM.PAST
'ei seeing the dirty clothesi' ei have washed; now, e; are clean.'

In (84), 0 1=0 2=SJ, and 0 2 and SJ are deleted. Further, A 1 and A 2,
coreferential to each other, are also deleted, but they can be recovered by the
pronominal clitic on the verb. It is worth attempting the fact that both A and
S, can be identified by pronominal clitics. Nevertheless, even when clitics do
not occur, the omission ofNPs in different functions is possible. In (85), for
example, 0 1=A2=S 3 . All of the three NPs are deleted, but their reference as
third person is inferred (the absence of a third person pronoun in Marubo is
very common).

~

/
(85)
Al

tii'ktiinat
., w'e
1 a-ni 01 e1 in.-'kina-ai
J
I-ERG
I A-cal I-PRES/JM.PAST

~-

~-

as'kamtiikl
as'kaminkin
but

AZ

ei

~

nl'kemaJw
u'ama
. 'kan-ma- u
I
mn
e
u
a-ma
53 1
listen-NEG-PROV
come-NEG
'I have called e1 but e 1 did not listen; so e1 did not come.'

s

As we saw, any NP, as far as S, A and 0 are concerned, may be omitted in
Marubo, no matter the function of the coreferencial NP in the other clause.
Then, any kind of identification between coreferencial NPs is allowed: S=A,
S=O and even A=O. We conclude that Marubo is a language with no syntactic constraints in relation to coordination and subordination. The absence of
pivots explain the absence of mechanisms such as passive or antipassive. A
common NP may be omitted not according to a syntactic rule, but by means of
other strategies like constituent order and case-marking itself. Pronominal
clitics also contribute to the identification of a deleted NP. Therefore, Marubo
can not be classified either as "syntactically ergative" or as "syntactically
accusative." The manifestations of ergativity are confined exclusively to the
morphological level in this language.

5. Final remarks
Considering the facts ofMarubo examined here, we summarize below our
conclusions.
According to Costa ( 1992), we have shown that Marubo is an ergative
language, which uses combinations among morphology, nasalization and
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stress as case-marking devices. The ergative marking is also manifested in
free-form pronominals, in all persons, singular and plural. Although closely
related to agentivity, there are also motivations for the ergative marking in
Mambo.
Ergative marking is employed in transitive constructions that describe
dynamic situations, with or without internal temporal structure, and which
may effectively happen in the past, in the present and in the future. However,
there are splits conditioned by tense, aspect and modality. In this case, the
accusative pattern, which is coded simply by word order, takes place. This
system is manifested in clauses referring to static, continuous, incomplete
situations (present, imperfective); or to situations that actually did not happen
(negation) or cannot happen (impossibility). As for pronominal clitics, which
are attached to the verb or to the direct object for phonological reasons, the
language operates according to the split-S system. Although Dixon (1994)
considers this system as a split between the ergative and the accusative
systems, we concluded that, in Marubo, the split-S system functions independently from the ergative system. As autonomous systems, both can operate
simultaneously and, as a result, the coreference between free-form
(pro)nominals and pronominal clitics may occur in simple or complex sentences.
Sentences containing a nominal head modified by a nominalized construction ("relative clause") show an accusative pattern- grammatical relations are
established only by constituent order. Considering the clause in which the
"relativized NP" functions as S, A, or 0, we found a fluctuation between the
ergative and the accusative system- both nominal case-marking and constituent order make possible the identification between A and 0 in the
transitive sentence.
In Marubo there are no syntactic constraints in respect to the combination
between main and purposive subordinate clauses. The order of the clauses as
well as case-marking contribute to the identification of deleted NPs.
Although the language does not have syntactic mechanisms such as
passive and antipassive, any kind of identification between coreferential NPs
is possible in coordinate clauses: S=A, S=O and even A=O. So any NP,
whether in S, A or O function, may be deleted, no matter the function of the
coreferential NP in the other clause. The absence of pivots justify the absence
of mechanisms such as passive and antipassive. The identification between
coreferential NPs is achieved by means of constituent order and nominal casemarking. Pronominal clitics, operating according to the split-S system, along
with ergative marking, do also contribute to the identification of an omitted
NP. And, in certain cases, ambiguities are resolved by the situational context.
We can finally conclude that Marubo can not be classified either as "syntactically ergative" or as "syntactically accusative," but as a "morphologically
ergative" language.

92
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Deeper syntactic analyses of ergative languages alongside the development of typological studies may lead to an exact syntactic definition of
languages that share this type of case-marking. Here we leave our contribution.
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Appendix: Aspects of Marubo phonology
Detailed infonnation on Marubo phonology was approached in Costa
( J 992). It consists of a linear analysis, whi ch has recently been reviewed under

a non-linear point of view. Some of the results accomplished in respect to
rhythm and stress can be seen in Soares, Costa and Carvalho ( 1993 ), as well
as in Dorigo and Costa (1996 b). In what follows we summarize the main
phonological facts which may be helpful in understanding the paper.

Consonantal and vocalic systems
In a phonological analysis that only seeks contrast, the following consonantal and vocalic phonemes can be established for Marubo, as represented
in Tables I and 2.

labial
p

alveolar

Nespor, Marina and Irene Vogel. 1989. On Clashes and Lapses. Phonology 6:69-116.

stop

Sadler, Louisa. 1988. Welsh Syntax: A Government-binding Approach. London:
Croom Helm.

nasal

m

n

fricative

v

s

Schutze, Carson T. 1993. Towards a Minimalist Account of Quirky Case and
Licensing in Icelandic. MIT Working Papers in Linguistics 19: Papers on Case and
Agreement II, 321-375.
Soares, Marilia F. 1990. Marcac;iio de caso e Atribuii;:iio de Caso em Tikuna. Cademos
de Estudos Lingiiisticos 18:79-114. Campinas:UNICAMP.

affricate

tJ

tap

r

approximant

_ _ _. (to appear). A Contribuii;:iio do Tikuna as Regras do Ritmo ea Relai;:iio
Sintaxe-Fonologia. Estudos de Pros6dia no Brasil. ed. Ester M. Scarpa.
Campinas:Editora da UNICAMP.
_ _ _, Raquel Guimaraes. R. Costa, and Carmen T. D. de Carvalho. 1993 . Para
uma Classificai;:iio Ritmica das Linguas Pano. Special publication ofSigno and
Seiia, Instituto de Lingiiistica, Faculdad de Filosofia y Letras, Buenos Aires.
Suner, Margarita. 1990. The Role of Agreement in Clitic Doubling Constructions.
Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 6: 391 -434.

velar
k

J
tJ

w

y

Table I: Consonantal system

_ _ _ . 1992. 0 Suprassegmental em Tikuna ea Teoria Fonol6gica. Volume I:
Aspectos da Sintaxe Tikuna. Volume II: Ritmo. PhD dissertation. Programa de
P6s-Graduac;iio em Lingiiistica. IEL. Campinas:UNICAMP.
_ _ _ .1996. Aspectos Lineares e Niio-lineares de Processos Fonol6gicos em
Linguas Indigenas Brasileiras. Letras de Hoje 3 1(2): 77-96. Porto Alegre: PUC.

alveopalatal palatal

t

front

ww

central

back

a

Table 2: Vocalic system
If the contrasts observed in the language are conceived in terms of the
features system proposed by Clements (1989, 1993) and Clements and Hume
(1995), Marubo consonants and vowels can be seen, regarding local constriction, as in Tables 3 and 4 below.

/p/

It/ /kJ Im/ In! ! vi Isl !JI ltJI Ir/ l wl lyl

+
+

coronal
anterio?'

+

+

+

+

+ +

+

+

+

~

~

(03) [pa1n'l+Joo] [pa 1nl+300)

""'

Table 3: Consonantal system
Iii

/i/

/u/

(04)

/a/

""'-/\ 'a ya]
['etsama'Jtas1

""-

+

coronal

+

dorsal

(05) ['venas+ma]

+

+

Segmental alterations

~/

Consonants

(06) [pa'kwkE'wm]

Consonants undergo the following processes:

In the beginning of a non-initial syllable word, and preceded by a nasalized vowel, /kJ may be realized as (9g], as in:
'strong '

[mu1s tm9ga]

In the beginning of a non-initial syllable word, Im/ and /n/, followed by an
oral vowel, may be realized as [mb] and [ d], respectively, as in:
0

21

/
[pa'ktii'kw~'t]

'It fell down.'

""'
""'

['Vimbi]

['tJe9do1

The following general phonological processes can be found in respect to
vowels:

(a) Raising/lowering

~
1

(b) Partial denasalization

['tJeno]

' ... do not talk'

Vowels

(a) Prenasalization with voicing

""'
""'

""-

[1venaz+ma]

According to our data, this process involves two specific syllable beginnings-/k/ and /w/ -and occurs in fast speech when, after a vocalic segment
fall, /kl and / w/ are in contact, from which results the realization [kw], as in:

Table 4: Vocalic system

(02) ['vimi]

' ... there is little'

(d) Labialization

+

[opened 1)

~
(01) [mu1s 1tllika]

""'-/\

['etsamaJta 'zaya]

Isl is realized as [z] before a nasal consonant (according to our data, when
there is a morpheme boundary between them), as in:

+

labial

'in a hammock'

In intervocalic position, in a stressed syllable (after a syllabic segment
fall), /s/ tends to be realized as [z], as in:

+

dorsal

(c) Voicing
When preceded by a nasalized vowel, from which it is separated by a
morpheme boundary, !JI may be realized as [3]:

+

+

+

+

labial
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'fruit, proper noun '

' proper noun'

In C lements & Hume ( 1995), [anterior] is a subarticulatory feature of [coronal] .

In general, high vowels are lowered and tense vowels are !axed. The
central vowel is backed and/or lowered in unstressed syllables. And the low
vowel is raised and/or fronted before I ii (also realized as [i]), both constituting
a phonetic diphthong,22 and resulting from partial assimilation to the preceding syllable vowel, from which it is separated by a morpheme boundary. A
trend to vocalic harmony is found throughout the system.

(b) Nasalization
There are no nasal vowels from the phonological point of view. Vocalic
nasalization is due to: (a) vowel contact with an immediately following nasal
22
The vowels Ii/ and /u/ may constitute a falling diphthong with a preceding vowel.
/i/ can form a diphthong with /a/ and /u/; /u/ can form a diphthong with /a/ and lo/.
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consonant; (b) nasality spreading from left to right; and ( c) nasality spreading
from right to left.
Soares ( 1996) reanalyzes data from Costa ( 1992) from a non-linear point of
view. In this type of analysis the process needs, for its expression as obligatory or facultative, the intervention of an entity that is present in the nonlinear representation- the syllable. There is much work in respect to nasality
m Marubo. The systematization found in Soares ( 1996) can be summarized as
follows:
Nasalization by vowel contact with the nasal consonant at the onset of the
following syllable, as in:
1

(07)

ina/

/

l'runu/
/ rani/

l' rimu/

""
""
""
""

1

'tail'

runU>J

~
'snake' /ya'mi/ (fi 1mru]

1
[

""

1 na]

[

['rBnw]

/ vini/

['vtiin1]

'adornment' l'Jumu/

""

[').ml]

'pot'

'blood'

Nasalization by vowel contact with the following consonant in the coda,
as in:
1

(08) /i an/

I
[lluJ

1

/a in/

'lake'

/ti 1an/

/
[tu1 1uJ

'small river'

I
1

[a I]

'woman, wife, female'

Vocalic nasality obtained by contact with a nasal consonant that constitutes the ergativity morpheme:

""
""

(09) ['yuJiJ
'proper noun'
1

/

1

[yu J 1J
PN-ERG

/

/yu'Ji-n/

yura]
'man'

[yu ruJ
man-ERG

/yu 1ra-n/

['vo]
'proper noun '

['vu]
PN-ERG

l' vu-n/

[

1

""-

""-

['takarw]
'chicken'

['takarlii]
chicken-ERG
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/takari-n/

Stress and nasalization
In respect to a possible relationship between stress and nasalization in
Marubo, Soares (1996:93) states, based on Costa (1992), and from data like the
ones below, that " in forms that are marked with the ergative case, and which
correspond to non-ergative forms with second syllable prominence, the
apparent systematic nasalization observed in the first vowel followed by a
nasal consonant at the subsequent syllable onset position could be related to
a possible intervention of stress."

/

'night'

['JumU>J

""

['n.UmU>] 'tobacco' /'imi/

'man'

ASPECTS OF ERGATIVITY IN MARUBO

(IO) [pa 1nB]
'proper noun'

/

(ka 1mB]
'jaguar'

/

""- """"""-

[1pt?nanu1] I [ 1pfofow]

/pa 1nan-n/

PN-ERG

ki? men w]

[ 1

/ka 1man-n/

jaguar-ERG

[r1 1k'l]

['rlk1nu1]

' nose'

nose-ERG

/ri'kin-n/

This interpretation, advanced in Costa (1992), is supported, according to
Soares ( 1996), by the distinction found in the language between systematic
nasalization and facultative nasalization: the first is conditioned by a nasal
consonant at the coda and the second, by a nasal consonant at the onset. As
the kind of nasalization in question- the one observed in the examples
above- is systematic, despite being conditioned by a nasal consonant at the
onset, it is possible that it is favored by stress intervention. Such a possibility,
still following Soares (1966:92), "should be checked with data specifically
related to nasalization, and which, above all, take into account a possible
variation, regarding vocalic nasalization, in ergative forms of the language."

Rhythm and Stress
An analysis of metrical constituents, based on a version of metrical stress
theory, namely "bracketed metrical grid", proposed by Hayes ( 1991 ), was
accomplished in Dorigo and Costa ( J996b). Here we present some of the
results obtained.
The main stress prosodic correlate in Marubo is high pitch, combined with
greater duration and intensity. The language ignores syllable internal struc-

ture. It does not take into account the distinction between light and heavy
syllables, bemg then "quantity insensitive." Five rhythmic patterns were
found in simple words, at the level of phonetic realization, as can be seen in:
( 11) a. cr

""
""

b. cr cr

' nl
' grass'

' vtiinl
'man'

""""-

/
c. cr cr

d. cr cr cr

/
ka'pw
' alligator'

' ravuJUi
'knee'

e.

IOI
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~
cr cr cr

/\
mu1'tslsl
'nail'

(13) a.

""""--

'thsa-kil

'a lot'

a lot-PRES-PERM

'a little' d.

c. 'etsa-ma-Jta
a lot-NEG-DIM

""-

b. 'etsa-ma
a lot-NEG

'a little'

""-~

' etsa-ma-"Jta-s'i
'a little'
a lot-NEG-DIM-MAN

As we consider binary and ternary patterns, both with initial prominence
(cf. 11 band d) as the most general in the language (since they are by large
more frequent), we can establish syllabic trochees as basic metrical feet for
the language, which are constructed from left to right, with End Rule left (main
stress assignment), as can be seen in:

The presence or absence of stress on the suffixes can be explained if we
assume that the rules of stress assignment operate in two levels in Marubo: at
1
the level of the root, with lexical stress assignment (represented as ); and at
the level of rhythmic regulation, with phrasal stress assignment (represented
as "). This last one may manifest over a prosodic group, comprised either by a
longer word or by more than one lexical item. Stress assignment rules that
apply to the forms examined so far are posited as follows:

(12) a.

Level I : lexical stress rules

(x )
( x .)
cr cr

""

'waka
'water'

b.

(x
( x .)
O' O' O'

""-

'takarw
'chicken'

Feet are constructed non-adjacently, according to the weak local parsing,
the marked value of the Foot Parsing Locality Parameter (cf. Hayes! 991: 258),
that is, they can be separated from each other by a single mora (in effect, a
single light syllable). Weak local parsing then accounts for the ternary pattern,
as seen in (12 b), (the last syllable of which is a light syllable skipped over by
the parsing algorithm). 23
Morphological complex words show three or more syllables, the first two
constituting the root, added by one ore more suffixes, as can be observed in
(13). Depending on the number of the added suffixes, the complex word may
show: (a) subordination of the added syllables to the root stressed syllable
(cf. 13 a, b and c ); (b) not only stress on the root, but also on the penultimate
syllable of the derived word (cf. (13 d). There are then two types of stress in
Marubo: lexical stress and the stress derived from rhythmic regulation.
23

The other patterns showed in ( 11) can be derived by other mechanisms such as
the allowance of degenerate feet (feet consisting of a single syllable), as in 11 a and c,
and initial extrametricality (the first syllable is invisible for purposes of creating
metrical structure), as in 11 c and e. As Hayes ( 1991) suggests that initial
extrametricality may be vanished from extrametricality theory, we are at present in
pursuit of other mechanisms to explain the coexistence of trochees and iambs in
Marubo, inasmuch as both patterns are crucially involved in case-marking, as shown in
3.1.1.

Form a syllabic trochee from left to right, obeying the weak local parsing
parameter.
Degenerate feet are allowed in strong position.
Word layer: End Rule left.
Level 2: Phrasal stress rules (rhythmic regulation)
Form a syllabic trochee at the end of the word from left to right,
obeying the weak local parsing parameter.
Degenerate feet are forbidden.
Phrasal layer: End Rule right.
With foot parsing at level I and the assignment of End Rule left we get the
results in (12) and the following outputs for the words in (14) a, band c,
respectively ( J demarcating the right edge of the root):
)

(14) a. ( x

(x .)
cr cr cr

) c. ( x
b. ( x
(x .)
(x .)
cr cr cr cr
cr cr cr

'etsa)ka
-1..

non-computed

word layer
foot layer

""- ""-

'etsaJma

'etsalma.Jta

-1..

non-computed

l ~ computed
non-computed

In these words syllables that are not analyzed at level l will be parsed only
with the operation oflevel 2 rules. A syllabic trochee can be constructed at
the end of the word, from right to left and non-adjacently to the initial foot.
With the weak local parsing, the syllable adjacent to the root (-ka in 14 a and -
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ma in 14 band c), glossed as "non-computed'', is ignored in foot construction. The following syllable (ta.24 in 14 c) is available for foot construction, but
can not be parsed because at level 2 degenerate feet are prohibited. Nevertheless, ifone more suffix is added to the root, as is the case of -si in ( 15), a
syllabic trochee can be parsed at the end of the word, as can be observed in
( 15 a). (15 b) shows the final derivation, with phrasal End Rule right assignment.25
(15) a.
(x

x

b.

)

( x .)

(x .)

)

)( x )
(x
(x .) (x .)
(j (j

(j

End Rule right (phrasal layer)
Domain Generation (word layer)

(j (j

~-~
'gtsa] maJ" ta s1
'gtsa]maJ"ta s1
I ~ computed

I
l

~computed

non-computed

ASSOC

AUX
CAUS
CONT

FOC
FUT
I
IM.PAST

IMPOS
INSTR
ITER
LOC
MAN

MOY
NFG
0
PERM

PL
PN

POSS
PRES
PREV

PROV

PURP
REC.PAST

RFFL

Abbreviations
ABS

DEM
DIM
DIR
EMPH
ffi.G

NOM

Stress assignment at level 2 goes beyond word level and may apply to
phrases and sentences, provided that the number of syllables in a prosodic
group is sufficient for the assignment of metrical structure rules (cf. Dorigo
and Costa l 966b).
Concerning rhythm and stress typology, Marubo can be class ified as a
bounded, quantity insensitive system. It is a syllabic-trochaic language, with
foot parsing from left to right at the word level and from right to left at the
phrasal level. As for main stress assignment, it shows initial stress at the word
level and final prominence at the phrasal level.

A
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REM.PAST
RES
transitive subject function
absolutive
associative
auxiliary
causative
continuative

24

Here the suffix -Jta is resyllabifyed when it is added into the word, as can be
better seen in ( 15).
21
As the first syllable shows a higher grid assigned by lexical End Rule, it is
necessary to apply Domain Generation over the final trochee (as seen in bold in 15 b)
so that End Rule right can be assigned without violating the Continuous Column
Constraint (cf. Hayes 1991:319).

~

s
s
s•
0

T

VOL
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demonstrati ve
diminutive
direction
emphatic
ergative
focus
future
intransitive
immediate past
impossibility
instrumental
iterative
locati ve
manner
movement
negation
nominalization
transitive object function
permanent
plural
proper noun
possessive
present
prevention
provenience
purpose
recent past
reflexive
remote past
resultative
singular
intransiti ve subject function
intransitive subject marked like transitive subject
intransitive subject marked like transitive object
transitive
volitive

